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notes mots
The Science of Hydrography has
changed radically in the last few years.
We have moved into the digital world
because of low-cost computing
capability combined with multi beam
echosounders. Use of a lead line has
diminished and single -beam
echosounder surveys are being
replaced by multi beam surveys . With
all this digital data to be processed,
the skillset of the Hydrographer has
to be constantly upgraded. CHA uses
our journal, liGHTHOUSE, as one
means of education. Many of our
readers are aware of CHA's
involvement with the Canadian
International Development Agency
(CIDA) in the CAT A and CAT B
training courses in Malaysia. CHA
Central Branch has videotapes
available for rental for Hydrographic
Training.
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Recently, I received information about
a new book by Dr. Sylvia Earle, being
published by National Geographic
Society. One comment stood out in
the literature. We have only seen (my
italics) 5% ofthe bottom ofthe oceans
once. As we continue to explore the
oc ean bottom with multibeam
echsounders we are seeing the bottom
acoustically, and adding to the wealth
of information about our planet. Who
knows what wonders await us?

Ken McMillan
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You will notice that this edition of liGHTHOUSE, as well as the previous one,
has a new look. This new look will continue with every edition. We are very
pleased with the positive comments received regarding our decision to feature a
different lighthouse on the cover of each edition of the journal. However, the old
saying "you can't judge a book by its cover" still applies. Your comments received
with respect to the content of our journal have also been positive. Thanks to all of
you who took the time to contact us.
It is our intent to continue with the traditional format and balanced content oftechnical

and non-technical articles. We will, however, introduce changes which we believe
will enhance the quality of the JOUrnal and reflect the interest of CHA members,
subscribers, advertisers and others who receive and read this journal.
This edition of liGHTHOUSE includes a short article under the heading of
"Soundings" which we hope will be a regular feature of the journal. This article
by a retired hydrographer is included, hopefully to stimulate thought, discussion
and interest within the hydrographic community. It is called "Soundings" in
recognition of a newsletter with that name which was published by the Canadian
Hydrographic Service many years ago. We invite your comments on the content
or suitability of this sort of article.
We are pleased to announce that liGHTHOUSE will have a prominent role during
the 2002 Canadian Hydrographic Conference. This conference will take place in
Toronto, Ontario, May 28 to 31 , 2002. Planning for the conference is in the
advanced stages and all indicators suggest that it will be one ofthe largest and best
in Canadian Hydrographic Conference history. We are delighted that
liGHTHOUSE will be able to provide conference exhibitors and sponsors with a
special rate to advertise in the Spring 2002 "special" conference edition. A copy
of our JOUrnal, containing the official program and other information of interest
and required by conference attendees, will be provided to all as part of the
registration package.
It may be of interest to many of you to note that approximately 900 copies of

LIGHTHOUSE, edition 59, were circulated to members, subscribers, advertisers
and potential advertisers as well as others within the hydrographic and marine
community. We are very pleased with our rate of growth and thank you for your
support.
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YOUR ONE STOP
SHOP FOR ALL OF YOUR
HYDROGRAPHIC NEEDS
WE REPRESENT:

PEGGY'S COVE LIGHTHOUSE,
Nova Scotia
Peggy's Cove lighthouse is probably the most photographed
lighthouse in the world. It is situated in the small village of
Peggy's Cove, Nova Scotia, population 50.

Navigation Limited

The original wooden structure was built in 1868
approximately 50 feet from the present hexagonal concrete
tower that stands 50 feet above the 415 million-year-old
Devonian granite . Completed in 1915, Peggy's Cove
lighthouse is now a world-famous tourist attraction and the
only lighthouse/post office in North America. Seven
lightkeepers manned this site until1958 when the lighthouse
became unwatched.
Throughout its history the light has under-gone a number
of changes. It originally started as a red light using a catoptric
reflector (round silver plated mirror) lighted by a kerosene
oil lamp. The light changed to a white dioptric lens (series
of glass prisms) when the new structure was built. There
were more changes to the character and colour over the
years until 1979 when the present green light was installed.
Thanks to The N ova Scotia Lighthouse Preservation Society
for much of this information.
For more information about the lighthouse at
Peggy's Cove, N.S. please see :
http ://WWW.Ednet.NS.Ca/educ/heritage/nslps/PEGGYS.htm
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CHA I' CH
The Canadian Hydrographic Association (CHA) is a nonprofit, scientific and technical group of more than 500 members
with the objectives of:
- advancing the development of hydrography, marine
cartography and associated activities in Canada;
- furthering the knowledge and professional development
of its members;
- enhancing and demonstrating the public need for
hydrography;
- assisting in the development of hydrographic sciences
in developing countries.
It is the only national hydrographic organization in Canada. It
embraces the disciplines of:
- hydrographic surveying;
- marine cartography;
- marine geodesy;
- offshore exploration;
- tidal and tidal current studies.

The Canadian Hydrographic Association is formally affiliated
with the Canadian Institute of Geomatics. It is informally
associated with The Hydrographic Society.

L' Association canadienne d'hydrographie (ACH) est un
organisme sans but lucratif reunissant un groupe scientifique et
technique de plus de 500 membres ayant des objectifs communs,
comme:
faire progresser le developpement de l'hydrographie, de la
cartographie marine et de leurs spheres d'activites au Canada
permettre les echanges d'idees et le developpement
professionel de ses membres
rehausser et demontrer I' importance de l'hydrographie
aupres de public
assister au developpement des sciences de
l'hydrographie dans les pays en voie de developpement

Au Canada, 1' Association est la seulc organisation hydrographique
qui embrasse les disciplines suivantes:
- levc hydrographique
- cartographie marine
- geodesie marine
- exploration extra-cotiere
- etude des marees et courants
L' Association canadienne d'hydrographie est affiliee a1' Association
canadienne des sciences geomatiques, et non-officiellement liee a
The Hydrographic Society.

What the CHA Can Do For You:
advance your knowledge of hydrography, cartography
and associated disciplines, and keep you abreast of the
latest development in these disciplines;
enable you to develop and maintain contacts with others
involved with hydrography, nationally and
internationally.
These benefits are provided through the publication of
liGHTHOUSE (one of only three journals in the world devoted
exclusively to hydrography) and through the sponsorship of
seminars, colloquiums, training programs, national conferences,
and Branch and National meetings.

Ce qu'elle L'ACH peut faire pour vous:
-

-

parfaire vos connaissances de 1'hydrographie, de la
cartographies et des disciplines connexes, tout en vous tenant
au courant des nouvelles techniques et des derniers
developpements realises dans ces domaines;
etablir et maintenir des contacts avec ceux qui oeuvrent en
hydrographie, au niveau national et international.

Ces avantages sont transmis par l'entremise de LIGHTHOUSE
(une des trois revues au monde traitant exclusivement
d'hydrographie) et par la tenue de seminaires, de colloques, de
programmes de formation et d' assemblees regionales et nationales.

LIGHTHOUSE

LIGHTHOUSE

The journal of the Canadian Hydrographic Association,
LIGHTHOUSE, is published twice yearly and distributed free
to its members. Timely scientific, technical and non-technical
papers and articles appear in the journal, with authors from
national and international academia, industry and government.
Present circulation of Lighthouse is approximately 900.

La revue de 1'Association canadienne d ' hydrographie,
liGHTHOUSE, est publiee deux fois 1'an et distribuee gratuitement
aux. membres. Des articles scientifiques, techniques et non
techniques, provenant du milieu de l'industrie ou du gouvernement
autant national qu'international, apparaissent dans cette revue. Le
tiragc actuel de la revue est d'environ 900 copies.

Membership

Comment devenir membre

Membership is open to all hydrographers, those working in
associated disciplines, and those interested in hydrography and
marine cartography.

Le statut de membre est offert aux hydrographes et a tout ceux
oeuvrant ou ayant un interet dans des disciplines associees a
hydrographie ou ala cartographie marine.

Branch & Regional Activities

Sections et activites regionales

The Canadian Hydrographic Association has five (5) branches
located across Canada. National headquarters is located in
Ottawa.

L' Association canadienne d' hydrographie possede cinq (5) sections
atravers le Canada. L' administration central se trouve aOttawa.

For further information write to I Pour plus d'information, s'addresser a u:
National President/ President national
Canadian Hydrographic Association
1390 Promenade Prince of Wales Dr., Suite/Bureau 400
Ottawa, Ontario Canada K2C 3N6
4
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visit our website at http:/fwww.sani-ita.com

S A NIINTE R NATIONAL

contact us : email tsani@sani-ita.com

TECHNOLOGY

phone 905-943-7774

ADVISOR S

fax

IND.

905-943-7775

Geographic Information Systems

Consulting Services

Technical Specification Development

Softcopy Photogrammetry
Aerial Triangulation
Elevation Extraction
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Data Maintenance
Map Composition
Non-metric Photogrammetry

Remote Sensing

Image Enhancement
Change Detection
Classification
Spatial Modelling

Earth Information Provider
M

· High Resolution Satellite Imagery
High Resolution Orthorectified Aerial Photography
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Authorized Distributor

Training

Digital Elevation Models
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Authorized Education Centre

Few Geomatics companies have achieved ISO 9001 certification
which includes a design component

A Canadian Corporation providing innovative imaging solutions

DGPS I GNSS

AQ U ARIUS
MARINE SURVEY

Get far more
from LI/L2 RTK
.A Initialisation : 2 times faster
.A Kinematic range : 3 times further
.A Radio coverage : 4 times the area

Thales Navigation I DSNP'~ Long Range Kinematic LRK
for centimetre accuracy 24 h a day within a 40 km range
A0 U

~

-R I U S 5002 - fhe only way to do it.
Visit our web site
www.bml.ca

Bytown Marine Limited

5 Corvus Court, Ottawa, O N K2E 7Z4 Te l: 6 13 723-8424 Fax: 613 723-0212

Application for Membership

Formule d'adhesion

I hereby make application for membership in the Canadian Hydrographic Association
and if accepted agree to abide by the constitution and by-laws of the association.
;{
"
r_;

~
Cl

~

Je desire devenir membre de I' Association canadienne d'hydrographie en tant que et si ma
"'
w
demande est acceptee je m'engage a respecter Ia constitution et les reglements de cette
~
association.
o Member I membre $30.00
o Sustaining Member I membre de soutien $150.00 'l"-?-o-1~q,.cS'
o International Member I membre international $30.00
c4 ,Ao 1ENNt ~;Y-"-

J

Name/Nom ---------------------------------------------------------------Address/ Adresse ------------------------------------------------------------Telephone/ Telephone:- ------------------------------------------------------(Business/ Bureau) _________________________

(Home/ Residence) _________
E-mail

Employed by/ Employeur _ _______________________________________________________

Citizenship/ Citoyennete___________________________________
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First Steps on the Quality Journey
By

Sean Hinds, Project Authority for ISO 9000 Implementation, Canadian Hydrographic Service, and
Tony O'Connor, Dominion Hydrographer, Canadian Hydrographic Service

A Quality Decision
When starting out on a quality initiative it is hard not to ask the
basic question of just what do we mean by quality. The word
'quality' has been woven into the hydrographic vocabulary forever
but are we able to categorically define what it is? Society has
embraced the 'quality' phrase and applies it in everything including
automobiles, education and health services. If asked to define it
very few would be able to, but most would admit to knowing it
when they see it. Often quality is taken for granted but it is most
notable when there is an absence of quality.
Even the gurus in the quality field have a spectrum of explanations
for the term, with the same two fairly distinct paradigms of quality
coming out in each of the definitions.
The first of these is that quality is a simple matter of
•
producing products or delivering services whose measurable
characteristics satisfy a fixed set of specifications.
The second is independent of measurable characteristics, and
•
defines quality products and services as those that simply
satisfy customer expectations for their use and consumption.
[Hoyer & Hoyer, 'What is Quality', Quality Progress edition.
July 2001, pg. 53]
A most comprehensive definition of quality was expressed by
Kaoru Ishikawa in his book What is Total Quality Control? - The
Japanese Way In this book he states, 'quality means quality of
work, quality of service, quality of information, quality of process,
quality of div1sion, quality of people, including workers, engineers,
managers and executives, quality of company, quality of objectives.'
Apparently, there is unanimous support for the breadth of these
definitions of quality but if one is to take these definitions to
heart one places 'quality' on a very high plateau within the
organizational mission. Quality cannot be looked upon as a
function but rather as a basic value system that permeates the
entire organization. The revolution in hydrographic technology
and the strain on resources within hydrographic offices puts a
huge amount of responsibility for quality at the feet of an
organization. In days gone-by risk from poor quality was fairly
small as hydrographers had tools that surpassed the capability of
the end-user. Not so today as the technology available to the
mariner and the high expectations of hydrographic data pushes
the envelope for quality to new he1ghts.
Very Large and Ultra Large crude carriers (VLCC, ULCq, product
tankers, high-speed commuter vessels, congested waterways, cargoes
of dangerous goods and increased cruise-line traffic combined with
reduced shipboard crews, create increased risk to marine
transportation. GPS, ECDIS, aids reductions, minimal keel clearance,
and sailing in marginal weather all threaten to push the data and the
Fall /Winter
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products to their limits. As tl1e world moves toward data-sharing
and linked data-bases, the threat of poor data increases as the
management of the data moves from the hands of the hydrographer,
who knows the data limitations, into the hands of the operator,
who may assume the data is absolutely accurate.
All of these factors culmmate in a question of operational
excellence and due diligence by the hydrographic office to take
'quality' out of the risk equation and place it into the overall business
management for the organization. The Canadian Hydrographic
Service (CHS) is committed to the task of implementing and
maintaining a Quality Management System as the benchmark
principle and tool in its journey of progressive excellence.

Drivers for Change
Real change is most often driven by crisis, and seldom does crisis
arise from a single event but often from a series of events. CHS
has experienced a series of events over the past ten years that
culminated in the decision to embrace a quality management system.
CHS experienced significant changes in capacity triggered by a
30% reduction in resources as a result of the Canadian federal
government workforce adjustment initiative called Program
Review. Workforce reduction should ideally be accompanied by
a similar reduction in workload but this is seldom the case. CHS
found itself in this situation when 30% of our staff departed at a
time when normal production requirements were increased by
the addition of vector and raster electronic charts to the CHS
product line. The majority of the workforce adjustment came at
the expense of losing some of the senior staff that took with
them a vast amount of intellectual capital and corporate memory.
With the loss of the experienced staff came an influx of less
experienced temporary staff The lack of documentation for the
dig~tal production processes resulted in greater reliance on the
end-of-line inspection process. With this greater reliance, the
Quality Control (Qq step was essentially a 3'd party review of
the entire production process. CHS realized that this redundant
step was not sustainable or appropriate over the long term.
To compound the loss of resources, CHS was still in the midst of
a digital revolution that saw all of CHS production shift from
principally manual production to fully digital production. This
expansion of digital technology in the workplace upset the
traditional production sequences that had been refined over time
to deliver a consistent product. A lack of documentation and a
lack of long-standing experience with digital production raised the
risk of errors and increased reliance on software to deliver quality.
I Hiver 200 I
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Through all of this digital revolution and increase in product lines,
CHS had no formal system for process improvement but instead
put a heavier reliance on end-of-line inspection and re-work that
focussed on making the product meet specifications. It is an
accepted principle in industry that organizations with no system
for process improvement activities have 10-30% of wasted effort
in their production. This is the factory mentality where re-work is
accepted as the norm and aggressive attempts at process
improvement are not embraced.

CHS wanted to evaluate itself against these internation ally
recognized criteria for quality management to reassure ourselves
we were doing business in the right way while conveying to the
world, through the international language of ISO 9000, that we
were committed to the goal of oganizational excellence.

The CHS Quality journey
CHS Senior Management Committee decided to build on the
success of its Laurentian Region office ~ocated in the province
of Quebec, it is one of five CHS offices), which was Registered
to ISO 9002:1994 in 1998. A national Quality Management System
initiative was authorized in Jwle 1999 with a target date for ISO
9001 certification in June 2001. Unforeseen initiatives of
Alternative Service Delivery, Program Integrity II, and general
workload managed to delay organizational readiness and the target
for Registration was rolled back to November 2001. Each of the
four Regional offices across Canada and CHS H eadquarters in
the National Capital Region will be certified to the ISO 9001:2000
International Standard. This includes a transition of the Laurentian
Region's ISO 9002 Quality System to align itself with the national
ISO 9001:2000 Quality System. The scope of the certification
will cover all aspects of operations from administration to
production to distribution. Internal links, especially those between
Headquarters and the Regions, will be reinforced where
dependencies are critical to optimizing quality and efficiency.
External links to agencies with which CHS has m oderate
dependencies (and yet limited influence) will be reinforced to the
best level po ssible. These links will be a combination of
communication protocols and service standards.

The unpact of all these changes and pressures had a compounding
effect on the morale and health of the workplace. Job satisfaction,
teamwork, communication, feedback, purpose, visibility and
recognition are all key elements that work together to produce
the right attitude and the right environment (win-win culture).
Today's business environment is plagued with a revolving door
of deadlines and an endless list of pressures, driven by the need
to survive in an increasingly competitive world. In this fast-paced
environment it takes a strong commitment to quality and
systematic feedback to ensure that the fragile human factors of
job satisfaction, communication, and recognition are not
overlooked or undervalued.

A Quality Management Solution
Quality and management are not thrown together by chance.
Quality and excellence can only be achieved when they are
managed in a systematic fashion and embraced throughout the
organization. This is clearly supported by the numerous criteria
for quality systems that exist in the marketplace. Some of the
most recognized definitions of a high performance quality
management system are the critena for the Malcolm Baldnge
National Quality Award (United States), the Canada Awards for
Excellence, the Deming Prize (Japan) and the ISO 9000
International Standard. All of these models describe the same
founding principles of leadership, planning, client/ market focus,
employee focus, process management, supplier/ partnering
relationships and performance measurement.

To move this project forward, a cross-regional National Coordination
Team was formed that reported to the Dominion Hydrographer
and the CHS Senior Management Committee. This national team
had one representative from each of the five CHS offices who was
responsible for coordinating Regional efforts with the national
des1gn. A Quality Council was established in each Region to support
the national representative and stimulate local understanding and
support for the quality system. A Management Consulting firm,
BRI International, was contracted to provide guidance in the
interpretation and implementation of the ISO 9000 Standard. BRI
worked closely with the National Coordination Team and with CHS
employees, who were the main contributors in building fue Quality
System from the ground up.

When CHS realized it had to address the quality issue with a Quality
System it looked at all of these models. Though the Awards criteria
are excellent business models they lacked the necessary
documentation for guidance, inspection, and maintenance dnt
CHS felt it needed at the early stage of d1is JOurney. On the otherhand, the ISO 9000 Standard had some characteristics CHS fmmd
compelling:
•
•

•
•
•

It was decided at the outset that this would be a national CHS
Quality Sys tem and not a collection of five quality systems
designed for each of the five CHS Regional offices. This meant
d1at d1e Quality System would have to accommodate the activities
in all CHS offices while remaining flexible so any office could opt
out of processes that were not applicable. It was a classic multisite Quality System that had strength in its breadfu and flexibility
in its design. Critical to mapping the ISO 9000 Standard onto
CHS was presenting the organization as a process model.

ISO 9000 had a long track record, having been established in
1987 with revisions 111 1994 and 2000.
It defined a logical and comprehensive approach to business
processes.
It emphasized customer satisfaction and continuous
improvement that meshed well with the goals of CHS.
It embodied a formal audit process that would ensure short
and long-term maintenance of the Quality System.
There was an accredited regis~tration process that would aid
in maintaining focus and bring best-practice guidance via a
Registrar with experience across a wide range of
organizations.

8 LIG HTHOUSE
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Itwas important to the design of the quality system th at the nature
of CI-IS business would not be compromised by the ISO 9000
Standard. To this end, it was necessary to integrate the ISO process
model into the CHS process model. The founding process of
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Figure 1. CHS basic process model

ISO 9000 is the simple business model of Plan-Do-Check-Act,
which CHS found easy to adopt and drape over CHS operations.
The outcome was a Plan-Do-Check-Act model for CHS.

Teamwork
Key to an effective quality system is ownership and usability. The
basis for ownership is that all employees need to be involved at
one stage or another. Usability comes from the design and the
documentation being logical and intuitive for the CHS user. CHS
addressed both of these through heavy involvement of teams in
the designing of the system and the development of the
documentation. It was crucial that the National Coordination
Team, responsible for the quality system design, had representation
from all CHS offices and worked together to ensure that the
Quality System would reflect all of CHS.
Quality Councils were established in each Regional office early in
the process to stimulate ideas, generate support and start the ripple
effect of ISO 9000 understanding and acceptance. As the Quality
System was implemented at each of the sites, the Quality Council
members found active roles on writing teams, internal audits teams
and performance measurement teams.
Writing teams were assembled and trained in every office for each
of the major processes. The writing teams were purposely
assembled with varying degrees of expertise to promote learning
and development of documentation that would be usable by all
staff. At the outset, writing teams were coached by the regional
representative on the National Coordination Team and the BRI
Quality Specialists. As expertise in documentation evolved, the ·
writing teams turned to supporting themselves; cross-team
dynamics took over. This was a critical turning point in the initiative
as the ownership factor began to take hold as colleague-tocolleague discussion and collaboration began to take place.
Internal Audit Teams were initiated in each Region during the
implementation phase of the project. Training was provided by
BRI Consultants rather than an accredited Registrar. The reasoning
behind this was to tailor the training for the CHS organization
and to evaluate the CHS Internal Audit documentation for
completeness and usability. Training of the audit teams took place
at each Regional office so that a mock audit could be mounted in
familiar surroundings. The Internal Audit Team has become a
primary catalyst for encouraging support of the quality system
through interviews of work-unit personnel on their procedures
and how they fit into the larger system. The Internal Audit function
is a key activity for ensuring adherence to the procedures of the
Quality System and for helping to identify opportunities for
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improvement. These audits actually contribute
more to the continuous improvement of the
Quality Management System than any other one
activity, including the Registration Audit. The
Registration Audit is significant in terms of having
3'ct party certification of the Quality System but
the internal auditors are more intimate with and
knowledgeable of the organization and its
processes. This knowledge means that they probe
deeper and stimulate greater discussion on the efficiencies and
effectiveness of procedures.
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In the later stages of implementation, each CHS office established a
Performance Measurement Working Group. These groups gathered
input from all levels of the organization to aid in the assembly of a
comprehensive Performance Measurement plan for each office.
Performance Measurement was relatively new to CHS. It is
understood that it will take time, effort and some trials for this new
concept to find a synergy with CHS operational philosophy. To
nurture and fuel this learning curve it was decided that performance
measures would be developed independently at all CHS sites. Just
like the writing teams, information exchange was encouraged between
Regions so that concepts and best-practice could be adopted. A
Quality System procedure for the development of performance
measures was documented and included in the Quality Manual as a
tool to maintain some consistency in the approach to developing
measures based on desired outcomes. This procedure was to be used
by all Performance Measurement Working Groups and recorded as
a Quality Record as evidence and background on how the Regional
measures were established. Each Region had the final say on what
measures were to be developed for their workplace as the operational
needs, clients and processes differed from Region to Region. A longterm goal of performance measurement is to establish common
metrics in Regions to aid in benchmarking and identification of bestpractices across all CHS sites.
Once CHS has obtained ISO 9000 Registration, the National
Coordination Team will be disbanded and replaced by the Quality
System Working Group consisting of the Regional Quality
Coordinators from each CHS site. This working group will be
active in future enhancements to the Quality Management System
as directed by the CHS Senior Management Team or in the sp1rit
of continuous improvement.
The Regional Directors at each of the five CHS offices have
assumed the role of Management Representatives for the Quality
System. As members of the CHS Senior Management Committee,
they are responsible for keeping the Quality System linked to the
Goals of the organization and for providing resources for
maintenance and continual improvement of the Quality System.
The impact of teamwork and the involvement of many persons
from all areas of the organization has been critical to the success
of this initiative.

Documentation
One of the starting steps in the design of a quality system is a
'gap assessment'. This 'gap assessment' is an in-depth look at all
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application of the best-fit solution for an on-line documentation
system. The multi-site nature of the documentation adds to the
cost and effort of maintaining the paper-based Quality System
and also adds a layer of complexity due to the informatics
infrastructure that is not always consistent from one office to the
next. Both off-the-shelf and custom-designed d ocument
management systems arc being considered for the next phase of
quality system improvements.

of the activities within an organization to ascertain what processes
are in place and which processes are lacking. During the thorough
assessment of CHS it was noted that many of the technical
functions of data collection, data management, production and
distribution were well entrenched and could be documented 'as
is'. The greater gaps were in the less technical areas of the
organization that included planning, customer focus and
performance measurement. These business processes were based
more on the personal management style of the Regional
Management Team than on any national guidelines or standards.
The result was a range of business processes being used across
the Regional offices.

The New ISO 9000:2000 Standard
ISO 9000:2000 is a family of three documents. The 9000
document explains fundamentals and vocabulary; 9001 is the

Eight Quality Management Principles
One of the principles of the implementation
Customer-focused organization - o~ganizations depend on their customers and therefore
plan was to use existing processes, unchanged,
should understand current and 6.1ture C\lStomer needs, meet customer requirements and str.ive
to develop the necessary documentation. This
to exceed customer e>.'pectations.
philosophy was contrary to the idea of
Leadership- leaders establish unity of purpose, direction, and the intemal environment of
improving processes before documentation.
the organization. TI1ey create the enviwnment in which people can become fully involved in
achieving the orgru1ization's objectives.
The objective of documenting processes 'as
Involvement of people - people at all levels are the essence of an organization and their full
is' was to move all documentation to
involvement enables their abilities to be used for the maximum benefit.
completion in a timely fashion, learn from the
Process approach - a desired result is achieved more efficiently when related resources and
process, and begin continuous improvement
activities are managed as a process.
System approach to management - identifying, understanding and managing a system of
immediately. For this reason each Region
interrelated processes for a given objective contributes to the etiectiveness wd efficiency of
documented the production processes to
the organization.
record what was traditional practice in that
Continual improvement - continual improvement is a permanent objective of the
Region. The writing teams were put in contact
organization
Factual approach to decision making - effective decisions are based on logical ru1d intuitive
with their counterparts in other Regions;
analysis of data and information
collaboration was encouraged but optional.
Mutually beneficial supplier relationships - mutual beneficial relationships between the
The processes that were less entrenched, less
organization wd its supplier enhance the ability of both mganizruions to create va.lue.
traditional, and in some cases non-existent,
Excerpt from IS09000:2000 Quality management systems- Fundamentals s.nd vocabulary
were documented as national processes which
would be learned and deployed at all sites.
Figure 2. The ISO 9000:2000 Q uality Management Pnnciples
These national processes included planning,
design and development, client satisfaction, purchasing, internal
actual document that defines the requirements for compliance
auditing and other business type procedures. This approach
and 9004 is a guideline document for implementation. ISO 9000
provided a quality system design that was a combination of regionis a common-sense process management model that defines a
specific technical processes and national business processes.
business environment. CHS used the ISO 9000:2000 International

Standard as the core of its Quality Management System. The 2000
version of the Standard was released in December 2000. CHS
had designed its Quality Management System based on the draft
versions of the Standard. Very litde fine-tuning was necessary
when the final version was released. The ISO 9000:2000 version
came at an opportune time for CHS as it represents a more modern
approach to quality management and responds better to the
demands of the service industry and public sector. The most
important improvements are the re-organization of the Standard
to follow the Plan-Do-Check-Act loop that supports process
management and continuous improvement. It also promotes a
greater emphasis on employee awareness and involvement and
incorporates the requirement for increased customer input into
the quality system.

A long-term goal o f the Quality Management System is to
benchmark similar processes across Regions to drive continuous
improvement and adopt best-practices. Another opportunity may
be to benchmark against external organizations and industry leaders
to push the bar to new heights. In the past, the lack of process
documentation was a handicap in efforts to share practices across
offices. Clear and concise descriptions of work processes should
make the transition to best-practice easier and more acceptable.
Just the ac tivity of documentation proved invaluable, as
improvements and refinements became evident when processes were
mapped. The dialogue among team members reinforced the right
procedures and initiated discussion over differences in practice.
The current Quality Management System (QMS) is paper-based.
CHS intends to move from the paper-based quality system to an
on-line documentation management system. The paper-system
was created 111 light of the short timeframe for implementation
but also as a learning tool for all staff at the outset of this culture
change. As experience grows in administering the quality system
so will the knowledge and understanding of the needs and the
10 LIG HTHOUSE
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ISO 9000 encourages organizations to harmonize the delicate
balance of people and process, recognizing that quality is a result
of these components working together. The founding eight quality
principles of the ISO 9000 Standard (see Figure 2) are evidence
of this balance, expected in a functional quality management
system.
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A Process Management
Approach
A business process model is the
logical organization of people,
materials, energy, equipment and
information into wo rk activities
designed to produce the required end
result (product or service).

moving
1ftrough
functional
domains.

Three basic principles of measure fo r
process quality are effectiveness, efficiency
and adaptability. Effectiveness is when the
product or service meets d1e needs of the
customer; efficiency is when effectiveness is
achieved at least cost; and adaptability is
when effective ne ss and efficiency are
maintained in the face of constant change.
It is imperative that the organization has a
processes focus if it is to meet customer needs and maintain
organizational health [James F. Riley Jr.,Juran, 1999, section 6.1].

between domains

Figure 3. Managing process through

silo domains

Performance Measurement
Though the concept of process management is relatively easy to
grasp, it is harder to tmplement in the current environment. The
CHS business organization model is a hierarchy of functionally
specialized divisions; management direction and goals are deployed
downward through d1is vertical hierarchy by divisional managers.
However, the products or services that are delivered to the
customers are generally a result of processes that flow horizontally
through these vertical silos (see Figure 3). Each functional silo is
responsible for its own piece of the process and its manager is
accountable for the performance of that division. The result of
this vertical orientation of functions is that no one is responsible
for the entire process. Problems arise when functional demands
come into conflict wid1 process demands. Functional demands,
functional resources and functional careers may tend to take
precedent over cross-functional needs.

CHS cho se to be proactive in the area of Performance
Measurement and go beyond the requirement of the ISO 9001
Standard and to implement a balanced measurement approach
that was linked to the Vision, Strategy and Quality Principles of
d1e Canadian Hydrographic Service.
Financial figures have typically been the foundation for measuring
an organization's performance but new thinking is to have it on
an equal footing with market focus, innovation, productivity, public
responsibility and employee satisfaction. More often than not these
measures have been observed but they have been for one small
enclave of the organization, such as strategic planning being
interested in market focus data or the engineering dep artment
m onitoring innovation. Rarely were these broad-based measures
brought to the general management table and utilized for decision
making.

The effort to manage processes across traditional functional or
vertically managed silos requires highly c o-ordinated
communication and planning. From fue Quality System design
perspective it is essential to view the organization as a system of
process that can be optimized only when upstream an d
downstream activities are understood and valued. This systemsdlinking approach is a key to the design of an effective quality
system that reaps the most value from a finite amount of resources.
CHS is moving in this direction as it encourages project teams to
carry data collection through to final products.

For years many organizations relied upon this one financial
measure as fue sole indicator of performance and fuis is possibly
more harmful than good. T he danger of relying on only one
measure of perform ance is that this one measure may be optimized
at the expense of the long-term health and vitality of the
organization. For example, optimizing the financial bottom line
has a danger of hiding the impact on client satisfaction. O n fue
od1er hand, the numbers in fue financial system often fail to clearly
support investments in new technologies and innovation that are
essential for successful performance and growth.

In the current organizational structure, the hand-off zones
between the silos offer the biggest opportunity for gains in
production. These are the zones where processes most often fail
due to either poor communication or mismatched expectations.
In the ISO process model it is imperative to document fue links
between processes and manage fue expectations of each and every
hand-off. It is through this rigorous system that improvements
are made across the organization and employees see themselves
as part of a bigger picture.

The CHS balanced approach gives an overall view of
organizational performance by combining financial measures wifu
other key performance indicators including client satisfaction,
employee growth, workplace health, product quality, effectiveness
of internal teams and external partnerships, and fue organization's
ability to stinmlate ·innovation. As the cornerstone of th e CHS
Quality Management Sys tem, these performance indicators will
provide the information for fact-based decisions that guide fue
organization and optimize production.
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cost of re-work, the cost of redundant quality control checks, and
the cost of after-sales service or updates for poor quality products.
But some poor quality costs are hidden from view such as the cost
of poor planning, the cost of poor training, the cost of a dissatisfied
employee, and the costs of loosing a customer. If all of these
seemmgly small but sigruficant costs were tracked and tallied their
sum and impact would be substantial.

In a rudllnentary fashion, CHS has begun to collect and report on
a spectrum of performance measures and is working to promote
this mind-set through the organization to encourage performance
measurement as a natural step in the refinement of processes. It is
by integrating these steps into procedures dtat regular performance
metrics will be available as leading indicators for all employees to
judge the effectiveness of processes as they occur. Key performance
metrics need to be at the fingertips of management. Key measures
at present focus on the five high-level quality principles of CHS:

In a practical sense, real quality costs can be measured and then
reduced d1rough the proper analysis of cause and effect. As
nonconformance or inefficiency is revealed through customer
feedback, employee observations or process failures, they are
examined for root-cause and eliminated through corrective action.
Elimination of root-cause means permanent removal. The further
along in the operation process that an error is discovered - that
is, the nearer the product is to the customer- the more expensive
it is to correct. The optimum point to catch a potential error is in
the planning: the cost of poor planning is a significant contributor
to the cost of poor quality. Ultimately, if this philosophy and
technique of capturing nonconformances and eliminating rootcause is projected far enough,
we can expect that a reduction
in checking to be possible as
the production process
Current measurement
becomes a result of highly
·
efficient planning and
execution.

•
•

Being responsive to clients' needs
Maintaining a challenging and rewarding workplace for
all employees
•
Sustaining teamwork and partnerships
•
Consistently achieving high standards for products and
serviCes
•
Continually improving through innovation in business
and best management practices
The ideal is to have these key metrics as composites of a number
of operational metrics at the working level.

q

Quality
System

Financial

Vision &
Strategy

The challenge to CHS at this
early stage of the quality
initiative is to encourage staff
to acknowledge these errors
and inefficienoes in process
and deal with them in a formal
and systematic fashion so that
they are eliminated at the rootcause.
Figure 4. CHS balanced approach to performance measurement

Quality and the Bottom Line
Traditionally, recommendations were m ade to
management that a choice had to be made between
quality and cost, the so-called trade-off decision
because better quality would somehow cost more and
make production diffic,ult. Experience throughout the
world has shown differently, and m anagement is
beginning to see that this is not true (Campanella
1999). Good quality leads to increased productivity,
reduced quality costs, and eventually to increased
sales, market penetration and profits.

Most costly
Less costly
Least costly

$
The end-user finds
the defect in the
product or service

The focus of a quality management progran11s more
about saving money and increasing operating capacity
than it is about spending money on a quality program.
The costs of poor quality are truly significant in both
the manufacturing and the service environment.
Some of these costs are quite obvious, such as the
12
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The process checks
and reviews detect the
nonconformances and
they are remedied
before release.

$
The quality management
system is designed,
planned and deployed
for error prevention and
continuous
quality
improvement.

Figure 5. Comparative costs of quality. Adapted from "Principles

of Quality Costs" by Jack Campanella.
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Challenges
The transformation of an organization into a high-performance
organization is a tall order. A quality journey 1s not JUSt about
documentation and a system for process control: it 1s a culture, a
value system, that reaches into all corners of the organization.
Key to success is true leadership by those at the top of the
organization. Leaders must be seen to walk the talk. 1\1anagement
must be visible leading the charge if they expect the employees to
follow. Management may find it hard to embrace the new
environment. By nature, managers have many years of service, and
habits or comfort-zones can be difficult to change. Not only do
old habits need to be unlearned but they need to be replaced with
new procedures and practices. In addition to learning new ways,
senior managers must be very outgoing and visible in the whole
change initiative. They have to be seen spearheading change and
providing reinforcement and encouragement to less senior staff
as they struggle to adopt the new laws of the workplace. Eventually
these new practices will become second nature but the ongoing
role of the leader as coach, motivator and communicator goes on
in the spirit of continuous improvement, pushing the organization
to even greater heights. Management commitment is one essential
ingredient for success that cannot be delegated.
Quality initiatives also need the backing and the participation of
employees. Staff need to take an active role in decisions about the
change. Today's workforce is the most skilled and talented in all
of history; our staff need more than daily work instruction and a
paycheck at the end of the week. They need involvement and
empowerment to stimulate a workplace charged with energy for
continuous improvement and stretching for excellence. Employees
need to be free from fear of reprisal to fully participate in the
nonconformance process. They need to feel connected and
involved in reaching the goals of d1e organization, and they need
to know where they fit in the organizational vision. They need
clear tmderstanding and support in their career plan and they need
access and involvement in organizational measures and personal
performance. More than anyd1ing they need effective training and
coaching that is often more reliant on peer-to-peer and supervisor
guidance than anything formal. Trust and transparency of ·
organizational plans and clearly articulated goals are the pillars
upon which to build an effective quality system.

The Goal and the Road Ahead
CHS has chosen d1e quality journey to put structure to the
organization, to instill a quality culture in everything we do, and
to establish a systems approach
to highlighting poor performance
as targets for improvement. It is
a journey of progressive
excellence that will not be reached
in leaps and bow1ds but rather in
small, continuous and insightful
steps towards improvement.
CHS has really just begun its
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. .¢) journey into new waters. We have
...;)..~~ much to discover about the

discover about our organization. In the words of the Taoist
philosopher I .ao-Tzu, 'a journey of a thousand miles must begin
with a single step'; CHS has tal, en this first step as a symbol of its
commitment to a journey for excellence.
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SOUNDINGS

• • •

This short article is being titled "Soundings" in recognition of a newsletter named "Soundings" which was produced
and promulgated by the Dominion Hydrographer's office many years ago. Coincidentally this article is about real
"soundings".
It is our intention to publish, on a regular basis, this column covering a subject which we hope will stimulate interest
and discussion within the hydrographic community. We invite your comments.

As co-editor of LIGHTHOUSE, I am pleased to have the opportunity to present some thoughts. Some of the
subject matter that you will find in future editions may be new and some you may have heard discussed previously.
Each article of "Soundings" will have a discussion on one issue only.

''What is Bottom?,,
Over the past decade I have posed this question on numerous
occasions but do not recall receiving a satisfactory answer.

and some at a lower or higher frequency. They are all considered
valid depths- the distance from the water surface to the "bottom".

This question relates to depths that we show on charts and exactly
what the numbers mean. We all know, or perhaps assume, that
the numbers show how deep the water is at a particular location
and we likely all agree that the depth is the distance from the
water surface to the bottom. The number on the chart is also
adjusted to the appropriate vertical datum for the area.

\Ve all are aware that where the bottom is "soft" or silty, the sound
waves generated by different frequencies will be reflected by a
different "bottom". The high frequency will likely show the
bottom as the top of the silt. The lower frequency will likely
show no signs of the silt but will show a bottom that is reflected
from some denser material. In many cases two bottoms will be
shown. In either case, I'm not sure we know how dense the
bottom is when a particular sound wave is reflected.

When we say "distance to the bottom", what exactly do we mean?
What is bottom? In cases where the bottom is composed of soft
material and gradually gets harder as depth increases - where arc
we measuring to? If you were measuring the depth with a
measuring tape - where would you place the end of the tape?
There is no debate when the bottom is bedrock or some other
hard bottom. The "bottom" in these cases is clear. But when the
bottom of the water area is something else, like mud or other
material like sawdust or grain, then where is the bottom?
Some decades ago I enjoyed Scuba diving and some of these
dives were in areas with a silt bottom. My dictionary defines silt
as "A sedimentary material consisting of fine mineral particles
found at the bottom of bodies of water". When diving in tl1ese
areas of silt you can move through the material and as you descend
the material becomes more dense, and at some point you can
move no further. In this case where is bottom?
Like divers, ships can also move through silt or sawdust covered
bottoms but I suspect the ship operators would like to know. I'm
sure that most of us have seen ships leave a mud or other coloured
wake. In these cases they are quite likely moving through tl1e silty,
muddy or sawdust covered "bottom". We have heard of areas
where tugs are used to dredge channels for small craft. They are
obviously and literally moving the bottom. The question of "What
is Bottom" becomes even more relevant.
Most hydrographers, at least those in Canada, know that over the
years echo sounders have evolved and the frequency of the sound
waves they emit varies considerably.
Many soundings of Canadian waters shown on charts have been
collected with sounders having a frequency of 30 I<hz and many
have been collected with frequencies of 200 I<hz. Other soundings
were taken with frequencies in between the above two numbers
14 LIGHTHOUSE
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Hydrographers have been aware of this for many years and have
even devised solutions to the problem where the depth of the
high frequency sounder did not agree with the leadline. In silty
waters, it is safe to assume the leadline penetrates the silt and
stops at some unknown level of dense material. To resolve tl1is
concern, plates were built on the end of the leadline so it would
not penetrate as far into tl1e silt. Presumably this resulted in better
agreement with the sounder depth. But we still did not know just
how dense that material was or if a ship could move through it.
How does the shipping commmlity want the bottom to be shown
on charts in cases where the bottom is soft? I suspect, for a
variety of valid reasons, they would like to know how deep the silt
is.- Can we tell them? N o, I don't think we can, even in those
cases where we have a sounder record with a double bottom. \Ve
don't know the hardness of either returned sound wave.
Does the era of digital or multibeam sounding systems resolve
tllis concern? N o it does not- but it may make the problem less
obvious because only one bottom is recorded. However, we still
don't know which bottom!
Over the years, there have been many discussions about the accuracy
of soundings. We have heard concerns about water temperature,
differing layers within the water column, boat squat and other factors
which may affect the accuracy of depth measurements. I do not
recall a great deal of discussion about the type of bottom.
Am I way off base? Have I been away too long? I invite your
comments and they may be published in the next issue of our
journal.

Ear! Brmvn
Hydrographer (retired)
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Future Trends In Marine Navigation and
Positioning Technology
by Gerard Lachapelle, Department of Geomatics Engineering, University of Calgary, and
Sam Ryan, Canadian Coast Guard, Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Current marine navigation and hydrographic positioning requirements for harbours, harbour approaches and inland waterways
are reviewed. Emerging requirements for three-dimensional navigation in constricted n avigation channels are then discu ssed.
~An analysis of GPS to meet these requirements is then presented. The limitations of the current G P S are illustrated through
selected examples. The ability o f the forthcoming G PS II and GPS III and the E uropean Union's GALILEO to m eet current
and emerging requirements is then addressed. It is predicted that the use of a combined GPS/ GALILEO sys tem by the end
of the decade would have a massive tmpac t on marine navigation and positioning accuracy and reliability. One of the
GALILEO services, namely the Control Access System , will provide the integrity function for the signal in space. At the user
level, combination of GPS II and GALILEO would p rovide an excellent receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RALM)
availability. A cost-effective and reliable real-time kinematic (RTK) service, anchored on the current Canadian Coast Gu ard
DGPS Service, could be made available in inland waterways for three-dimensional, sub-decimetre n avigation and positioning.

Introduction
In order to better understand marine navigation and positioning
trends, a review of associated performance measures and
requirements is in order. Performance m easures used in marine
navigation are surrunarized in Table 1. Global satellite n avigation
systems (GNSS) such as GPS are now and will remain dominant
to fulfill marine navigation requirements. These sys terns h ave the

coverage, fix interval and fix dimen sion required for all marine
applications. This study will focus on the remaining characteristics.
The accuracy performance measure is broken down into further
categories in Table 2. In the case o f GNSS, the rep eatable and
predictable accuracy is the same and is simply referred to as
accuracy.

TABLE 1: NAVIGATION PERFOR!\IIANCE MEASURES
Characteristic
Accuracy/
Precision

Availability
Coverage

Fix Interval

Definition
Accuracy is the degree of closeness of a position estimate with respect to its true
position. Precision reflects a degree of closeness of observations to their mean, which
corresponds to a dispersion of observation. In practice, no distinction is made between
accuracy and precision.
Percentage of time that the services are usable by the user
Coverage which defines the area in which the system is available

Fix interval defines a minimum interval between two consecutive position fixes which
can be obtained using a particular positioning system

Fix dimension

Fix dimension specifies a dimension of a position fix, e.g., 2D or 3D, provided by a
positioning system ,

Reliability

Reliability which expresses probability that a specified level of performance is met
under specified conditions for a given period of time

Integrity
Continuity

Integrity or accuracy assurance, which defines the ability of system to provide timely
warnings that the system does not meet accuracy or reliability requirements
Ability to complete an operation without triggering an alarm

TABLE 2· ACCUR..ACY MEASURES
Defined as the accuracy of a position with respect to a reference
Predictable accuracy
coordinate system. It is equivalent to an absolute accuracy measure
Repeatable accuracy

Defined as an accuracy with which one can return to a position having
coordinates which have been measured previously with same navigation
system

Relative accuracy

Defined as an accuracy of a user's position w ith respect to that of
another user of the same navigation system; or an accuracy of a user's
position with respect to a position of the same user in the recent past

DRMS

(Distance Root Mean Squared): DRMS is a single number that
expresses two-dimensional accuracy. Its probability is 63 - 68%

2DRMS

2 x DRMS, which corresponds to a probability of95- 98%
Fall /Winter
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The most stringent marine navigation requirements are those for
the harbour & harbour approach phases and inland waterways
phase. The requirements stated in the 1999 U.S. Federal
Radionavigation Plan [U.S. DoT /DoD 1999] for the above classes
are summarized in Table 3 and 4. All requirements relate to
horizontal positions except for the case of engineering and
construction vessels where a very stringent vertical accuracy
requirement of 10 em is introduced.

Four categories of operation are dealt with, namely (a)
hydrographic surveys, (b) positioning, (c) navigation aids and
important features, and (d) depths. The standards pertaining to
(a) are given m Table 5. The depth accuracy requirement for
special surveys in swallow waters is about 25 em at the 95%
confidence level, which translates in a one-sigma measure of 10
em. The Laurentian Region of the Canadian Coast Guard (CCG)
for instance conducts bathymetric survey operations using acoustic

TABLE 3· MARINE REQLJIRRl\IENTS - HARBOUR AND HARBOUR APPRACH PHASE 1,2,3

MEASURES OF MINIMUM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA TO MEET
REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS

ACCURACY (2DRMS)
Predictable

Repeatable

SAFETY OF
NAVIGATION:
LARGE SHIPS
&TOWS

8-20 m***

-

SAFETY OF
NAVIGATION:
SMALL SHIPS

8-20m

ENGINEERING &
CONSTRUCTION
VESSELS

0.1****-5m

8-20m

0.1 ****-5 m

Coverage

Availability

Reliability

Fix Interval

harbours
& harbour
approaches

99.7%

**

6-1 0 seconds

harbours
& harbour
approaches

99.9%

**

***

Entrance
channels,
jetties, etc

99%

**

1-2 seconds

1: 2-D (Hori:wntal) except for River Engineering & construction vessels that have a 3D requirement
2: Unlimited capacity in terms of munber of users
3: ~Ambiguity resolvable with 99~ 9% confidence
** Depends on mission tUne
* Based on stated user need
***Varies from one harbour to another.
**** Vertical

TABLE 4: MARINE REQUIREMENTS - INLAND WATERWAYS PHASE 1,2,3
MEASURES OF MINIMUM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA TO MEET
REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS

ACCURACY (2DRMS)

Predictable
SAFETY OF
NAVIGATION:
LARGE SHIPS
&TOWS

2-5

SAFETY OF
NAVIGATION:
RECREATIONAL BOATS
AND SMALLER
VESSELS

5-lO m

RIVER ENGINEERING &
CONSTRUCTION
VESSELS
1:

2:
3:

2-5m

1ll

0.1 *-5 rn

Coverage

Availability-

Inland
W aterway
Systems

99.9%

Inland
Waterway
Systems

99.9%

Reliability

Fix Interval

Repeatable

5 - lOm

Inland
Waterway
Systems

O.l *-5 m

l-2 s

**

5-10 s

**

99%

**

1-2 s

2-D (Horizontal) except for Engineering & construction vessels that have a 3D requirement
Unlimited capacity in terms of number of users
*
Vertical
Ambiguity resolvable with 99.9 o;,, confidence
**
Depends on mission tUne

Requirements for Hydrographic Surveys

swath systems with 100% bottom coverage on a regular basis in
the St. Lawrence River navigation channel as part of a maintenance
program to verify under-keel clearance in spring time after ice
breakup and to monitor dredging contractors. The standards used
are similar or higher than the Special survey standards listed in
Table 5. DGPS real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning is often

The International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) h as
developed, with the assistance of numerous national hydrographic
offices, including the Canadian Hydrographic Service, standards
for hydrographic surveys in coastal areas, harbours and navigation
channels [IHO 1998].
16 LIGHTHOUSE
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used for these operations, but reliability and availability is a concern
and maregraph stations combined with Canadian Hydrographic
Service SINECO system [SHC 1998] are used to control the vertical

component. Seasonal buoy tendering operations and location
verifications, which require a high level of positioning accuracy,
are also conducted in many areas under the jurisdiction of CCG.

Table 5: IHO STANDARDS FOR HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS

1

2
Areas not described in
Special Order and
Order l , or areas up to
200 m water depth

3
Offshore areas not
described in
Special Order,
Orders I and 2

20 m + 5% of depth

150m + 5% of
depth

a = 0.5 m
b = 0.013

a= l.O m
b = 0.023

Same as Order 2

Compulsory2

Required in selected
areas2

May be required in
selected areas

Not applicable

System detection
capability

Cubic features > 1 m

Same as Order 1

Not applicable

Maximum line
spacing4

Not applicable, as
100% search is
compulsory

Cubic features > 2 m in
depths up to 40 m; 10%
of depth beyond 40 m3
3 x average depth or 25
m, whichever is greater

3-4 x average depth or
200, whichever is
greater

4 x average depth

Order
Examples of Typical
Areas

Horizontal Accuracy
(95% confidence
level)
Depth accuracy for
reduced depths (95%
confidence level) 1
100% bottom search

2
3
4

Special
Harbours, berthing
areas, and associated
critical channels with
minimum under-keel
clearance
2m

Harbours, harbour
approach channels,
recommended tracks
and some coastal areas
with depths up to I 00 m
5 m + 5% of depth

a= 0.25 m
b = 0.0075

The error limit for depth accuracy is calculated as± {[a2 + (b*d) 2]} 1/ 2 where a is the constant depth error, d the depth and b*d d1e
depth dependent error.
For safety of navigation purposes, the use of an accurately specified mechanical sweep to guarantee a minimum safe clearance depth
duoughout an area may be considered sufficient for Special Order and Order 1 surveys.
The value of 40 m has been chosen considering the maximum expected draught of vessels.
Maximum line spacing is to be interpreted as "spacing of sounding lines for single beam echosounders"' and "distance belw een the
outer limits of swad1 sounding systems". The line spacing can be expanded if procedures for ensuring an adequate sounding density are
used.

Under-Keel Clearance
The minimum under-keel clearance of a ship in a navigation
channel in Canadian waters is currently set at 60 em, as shown in
Figure 1. In shallow navigation channels that require dredging, a

high level of vertical accuracy is required in order to conduct and
verify dredging operations. The above safety margin constitutes
a very significant overhead cost which shipping companies would
like to see reduced in order to
be more competitive with U.S.
ports on the Eastern seaboard.
For this to be acceptable
without compromising safety,
knowledge of the water level
is required, together with a
much better capability to
measure directly the ship's
under-keel clearance. GNSS
RTK positioning, provided that
availability and reliability were
adequate, would meet this
requiremen t w1th a subdecimetre accuracy via the use
of a network of shore-based
reference stations.

Figure 1:

Unde r-Keel
clearance In Navigation
Channels
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State Of Current Marine Navigation and
Positioning Technology

of RTK positioning, which is based on the use of carrier phase
measurements and requires resolution of ilie carrier phase
ambiguities on-ilie-fly (OTF), has resulted in an increasingly large
user segment demanding auiliorized access to at least a second
civilian frequency in order to expand ilie use of such high-accuracy
perfomance techiliques. This request is pardy at ilie origin of ilie
GPS modernization program, to be discussed in ilie next section.

GPS is now by far the most important technology used for marine
navigation. The constellation currendy consists of 27 operational
satellites in six orbital planes, although the nominal constellation is
defmed as 24 satellites. GPS broadcasts signals on two known
frequencies in the upper part of the UHF spectrum, namely L1
(1.575 GHz) and L2 (1.227 GHz). The second frequency, which is
used by civilians in an unauthorized manner, is used either to correct
for the effect of the ionosphere, which can reach a few tens of
metres in extreme cases, or to perform RTK positioning. L1 is the
authorized frequency for civilians and forms part of the Standard
Positioning Service (SPS). The standalone horizontal accuracy
(2DRMS) of the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) is now of the
order of 22 m. In practice, this number is conservative and this
stated accuracy level is often exceeded. The major limitation for the
single frequency SPS user has become the effect of d1e ionosphere.
GPS user equipment has evolved rapidly during the past two
decades, as illustrated in Figure 2. The weight, size, power
requirement and cost each has dropped by several orders of
magnitude while performance has improved by one order of
magnitude. The core of a high quality GPS receiver today typically
weighs less than a few hundred grams. Marine users utilize the
full range of receivers, from hand-held units for pleasure boating
to high performance L1/L2 codeless units for RTK positioning.
Many of the low-end units now come with the capability to receive
DGPS corrections from the CCG Service.

Figure 3: Canadian Coast Guard DGPS System

The accuracy and integrity performance of SPS are still not
sufficient for a variety of marine applications. GPS has to be
augmented by differential systems. The accuracy is enhanced
through eliminating the errors that are correlated between
reference stations and users. The CCG DGPS system was
- 0--e-a-rs---,! deployed in ilie late 90s and its coverage is
rl5_0_0_k__t_o_3_0__r_i_n_2
.
9
9
Y
. shown m Figure 3. Each one of ilie 20 statwns
is equipped wiili redundant receivers to insure
a high level of integrity [Ryan & Forbes 1997].
L1 differential corrections are broadcast to
users. The corrections are broadcast to ilie
mariner using ilie 300 kHz marine radio beacons.
Aliliough d1e system accuracy specification is
10m, it delivers accuracies at ilie level of 1 to 2
m to u sers equipped with sufficiently
performing receivers and for reasonable
distances to users. The U.S. Coast Guard
provides a sinlilar service in ilie Great Lakes.

I

Wide Area Augmentation Systems (WAAS) are
anoilier type of differential system. They are being deployed for
aviation en-route, non-precision approach, and fue least stringent
category of precision approach. The most advanced system is that
being deployed by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration and
consists of 25 \VAAS reference stations, two master stations and
two uplink stations to geostationary communication satellites that
re-broadcast the messages to users via a GPS-like channel, voiding
the need for an external communication link. Two to four
geostationary satellites are to provide additional ranges to users in
order to improve receiver autonomous integrity m onitoring
(RAIM). The anticipated accuracy of the system is one to a few
metres, depending on user equipment performance. The system is
due to become operational in 2002. Once this happens, N avCanada
might consider extending the system into the souiliern part of
Canada in order to have a seamless service with the United States.

Figure 2: Evolution Of GPS Equipment, 1980 - 2000
Access to measurements on L2 is in practice necessary for high
accuracy (10 em or better) RTK operations and correction of ilie
ionospheric effect, and manufacturers have been relatively
successful in designing equipment based on so-called codeless
and semicodeless techniques for unauthorized access to L2. This
has been adlieved at the expense of less than robust signal tracking,
especially under signal interference phenomena such as
ionospheric scintillation. The OEM4 engine shown in Figure 2
and manufactured by Calgary-based NovAtel Inc is a state-of-ilie
art dual-frequency (senli-codeless on L2) receiver. In view of ilie
low signal strengili of L2 tracking meiliods, measurements on L2
are not used for safety-of-life applications. However, ilie success
18 LIGHTHO USE
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Since the service will be public, marine users equipped with WAAScompatible receivers could also use the system.
DGPS system reliability is enhanced through signal measurement
analysis at the reference stations. This still leaves user equipment
reliability to deal with. Measurements made by user receivers can
be affected by large blunders that can go undetected unless the
receiver firmware is capable of detecting such blunders. This
capability is further dependent on measurement redundancy.
Investigations have shown that many current receivers do not
take advantage of redundant GPS measurements, even when these
measurements are available, to detect blunders and erroneous
positions [Ryan et al1999]. The percentage of time during which
there are enough GPS satellites available to detect blunders is
another issue. Shown in Figure 4 is the average 95% Horizontal
Dilution of Precision (HDOP) available with the minimal 24satellite constellation. A 10-degree mask angle is used, which is
reasonable for marine applications. The HDOP is a figure of merit
to quantify satellite geometry. A HDOP lower than 5 is generally
considered satisfactory for positioning. Figure 4 shows that the
average HDOP is better Oower) than 2, which is considered
excellent and fully satisfactory for navigation. However, a good
HDOP does not necessarily mean adequate reliability.

probability of occurrence is small but it remains a possibility. This
technique or similar techniques form the backbone of RAIM
techniques. As mentioned above, few receivers have implemented
these techniques at this time, except for civil aviation applications
where the reliability/ integrity requirements are very stringent and
critical. Shown in Figure 5 is the RAIM capability of GPS for
horizontal positioning, assuming a constellation of 24 satellites.
The values consistently exceed 100 metres over Canada, which
shows that GPS alone does not have a good RAIM capability.
This capability can be improved by numerous techniques, such as
adding satellites, lowering the mask angle to 5 degrees, and using
height and/ or dynamic constraints [e.g. Ryan & Lachapelle 1999].
GPS HPE 95% for Mask 10 (Standalone)

GPS HDOP 95% for Mask 10 (Standalone)
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Figure 5: GPS RAIM Capability
RTK Positioning Operations
The Laurentian Region of the Canadian Hydrographic Service has
us ed the RTK positioning mode for its navigation channel
maintenance operations since the mid 90s. The CCG DGPS
reference station sites are also being used for this purpose. OTF
ambiguity resolution was initially successful for inter-station distances
of up to several tens of km. Operations were reduced starting in
45"E
o"
1998, due to the increased level of solar activity and its impact on
....
the ionosphere. Other field trials conduced in the St. Lawrence
-------~ -·-region during that period confirmed that the prevailing level of solar
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2
3
0
activity was a major impediment to OTF ambiguity resolution [Fortes
Figure 4: GPS Satellite Geometry, as measured by the HDOP
et al2000]. As the level of solar activity decreases during the next
two years, performance will increase to its previous level.
Internal reliability is the ability of a system to contain sufficient
redundant measurements to be able to detect a blunder on any
Emerging Systems
one of them, should such a blunder occur. The internal reliability
is expressed in the same unit as the measurements are expressed.
The major marine navigation enhancements that will or are likely
The lower the internal reliability number, the better the reliability.
to occur over the next 10 to 15 years are related to GPS and the
If the minimal number of four satellites is available to estimate
European Union's GALILEO, another GNSS that will match the
the position of a ship at a given time, there are no redundant
capability of GPS. The use of both systems simultaneously will
measurements and the internal reliability number would be infinite.
result in an unprecedented level of performance.
This would mean that no blunder could be detected, regardless
GPS Modernization (GPS II and GPS Ill)
of its magnitude. External reliability is the effect of a measurement
GPS is being modernized to meet the current and emerging
blunder on position. The external reliability is therefore the
maximum position error that could occur and go undetected. The
demands of the civil community. The program consists of two
...-.:~
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transmitted as part of the navigation message. The plans may be
affected by the decision by the European Union to proceed with
the deployment of GALILEO.

phases, namely GPS II and III, as summarized in Table 6. The
GPS II definition is well underway and the satellites will be
launched between 2003 and 2010. GPS II will consist of improved
signals to support safety-of-life applications. Additional authorized
frequencies (L2 and LS) and coded signals will be used to improve
availability, reliability (GPS II will not have build-in integrity),
continuity of service and resistance to jamming. No increase in
the number of satellites is planned. However given that the public
has grown accustomed to a 27-satellite constellation, one would
expect that number to be maintained. Thanks to the availability
of multiple frequencies to remove the effect of the ionosphere,
the horizontal accuracy (2DRMS) will increase from 22.5 m to
8.5 min standalone mode. Multiple frequencies will also make
the system more or less impervious to ionospheric disturbances
encountered under high solar activities, at least from a signal
reception point of view. Although the percentage of blunders
likely to occur at the users will decrease due to better coding and
multiple frequencies, the basic ability of the receiver to detect
remaining blunders will not improve since the number of satellites
will remain the same as today.

The consequences of GPS II on marine navigation and
positioning are expected to be as follows:
T he current CCG DGPS Service accuracy performance
will be enhanced (speculatively, to a consistent 2m level,
horizontally, 2DRMS) if DGPS station equipment is
upgraded to GPS II compatible equipment.
Assuming that current coastal waters and harbour &
harbour approach requirements remain the same, the
accuracy reqrurements will be met by GPS II in standalone
mode for those users equipped with GPS II compatible
equipment. However, GPS II does not contain real-time
integrity information, therefore DGPS services such as
the CCG DPGS Service will be required to provide realtime integrity. GPS II will mitigate the needs for expanding
that Service to northern regions.
RTK positioning performance improvement will possibly
give rise to a demand for a public RTK service in parts
of the St. Lawrence Seaway and the Great Lakes for threedimensionalnavlgation, in order for commercial shipping
to better exploit the capacity of navigation channels. This
would result in the installation of reference stations
additional to those of the current CCG DGPS System
and the broadcast of real-time DGPS corrections that
would require more bandwidth.
One can speculate that the consequences of GPS III might
be as follows:
The number of satellites may increase substantially,
resulting in better RAIM.
The sys tem will contain some real- time integrity
monitoring, transmitted as part of the navigation message.
The accuracy performance of the system will increase
substantially, resulting in routine use of RTK positioning.

TABLE 6: GPS MODERNIZATION SCHEDULE

Activity
SA set to zero
GPS IIR Enhancements
CIA code on L2
M-eade on L1 and L2
GPS IIF Enhancements
CIA code on L2
M-eade on L1 and L2
L5
GPS Ill Enhancements
CIA code on L2
M-eade on L 1 and L2 with
greater power
L5
Future capabilities
Operational Control Segment
(OCS) Enhancements

Implementation
Date
May 2000
2003-2006

2005-2010

2010-TBD

GALl LEO
2000-2008

GALILEO is the GNSS being considered by the European Union
to provide a capability similar to but independent of GPS. Much
of the definition work has been don e during the past three years.
Up-to-date information is available on the GALILEO website
(www.galileo-pgm.org). The current plan calls for the deployment
of a 30-satellite constellation on three planes inclined at 54° with
an orbital radius of 23,000 km. The deployment schedule calls
for full operation by 2008. The system will transmit on at least
three frequencies very close to the GPS frequencies. The C/ A
code will likely have a chipping rate of 2.046 Mbits/ s, which is
twice that of GPS. Several levels of services are planned, namely

Many of the accuracy requirements described in the Introduction
that cannot be met in standalone mode today will be met with
GPS II. Current single-frequency user equipment will remain
usable. However, new equipment will be required to take
advantage of GPS II capabilities. This equipment is expected to
be incrementally more expensive than current equipment decade.
Multiple frequencies will substantially improve RTK positioning,
in terms of successful OTF ambiguity resolution, time to
resolution, accuracy and reliability. The availability of a 3'd
frequency is expected to help mitigate differential ionospheric
effects on RTK positioning operations. This improvement,
together with other improvements to be discussed in the sequel,
will likely result in the feasibility of cost-effective RTK services.

OAS - Open Access Service, available on L1, accessible to
anyone
CAS - Controlled Access Service, likely two levels (e.g. CAS1 for commercial applications and CAS-2 for safety-of-life
applications), multiple frequency, higher density code. Realtime integrity data will be included in the CAS, however, at
the current time Europe plans to charge a user fee for the
integrity service.

Discussions are being initiated regarding GPS III specifications.
These may range from yet better signals to additional satellites to
real-time integrity monitoring, with the integrity messages being
20
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Given the above specifications, the accuracy and other performance
of GALILEO are expected to be similar to those of GPS II. The
CAS would require the deployment of a Regional Integrity
N etwork, the density of which has yet to be specified. In order to
feed back RIN measurements into GALILEO, the host country
would have to be a participant. Canada, an associate member of
the European Space Agency, has the opportunity to participate in
GALILEO and therefore, to be able to use CAS-1 and CAS-2.
Canadian participation is being studied by the Canadian Space
Agency [e.g. Bastikar et al2001]. Even with Canadian participation
it is not clear at this time if marine users would have to pay in
order to use the GALILEO integrity information. N onparticipation would result in access to the OAS only, which should
be equivalent to the current GPS Standard Positioning Service.

GG

HPE 95% for Mask 10 (Standalone)

0°
30°S
60°S

The most interesting aspect of GALILEO, from a user point of
view, is the advantage of using it in combination with GPS.
Combined GPS/GALILEO user equipment is likely to become
available in the same year as the deployment of the initial
GALILEO satellites, namely by the middle of the decade. Prices
are expected to be incrementally higher than corresponding GPS
equipment prices. The introduction of reasonably priced GPS/
GLONASS receivers several years ago supports this assumption.
The combined GPS II/GALILEO constellation would consist
of nearly 60 satellites, as shown m Figure 6, providing a geometry
rich environment suitable for effective RAIM, the missing element
to increase GPS II reliability. The impact of using a combined
GPS/ GALILEO receiver on RAIM is illustrated in Figure 7, which
corresponds to Figure 5 for the case of GPS only [Ryan 2000].
The addition of GALILEO has a very positive impact on the
ability of the receiver to detect blunders and the maximum error
that could occur on horizontal positions and go undetected is less
than 40 m. When one adds a height constraint, the maximum
error possible further decreases.
In addition to the above reliability advantage, there are very
significant advantages related to carrier phase ambiguity resolution
and RTK positioning service performance, as discussed by
Lachapelle et al [2001]. Utilization of both GPS II and GALILEO
simultaneously would increase all RTK performance measures
very significandy.
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Figure 7: GPS/GALILEO RAIM Capability

The consequences of GALILEO on marine navigation
and positioning are even more important that those
of GPS II and are expected to be as follows:
The current accuracy requirements for coastal
waters, harbours and harbour approach would be
met for users equipped with GPS II/GALILE O
(OAS) compatible equipment. Since neither GPS
II nor the GALILEO (OAS) service provides real
time mtegrity monitoring, the integrity monitoring
must be provided by either a differential service
or RA IM. In open areas RAIM-compliant
receivers would be able to provide integrity
monitoring, however, under signal masking,
integrity monitoring might still require a
differential service.
GALILEO would replace the need for a DGPS
service in northern areas. AS for GPS II however,
the need for a differential service would remain
unchanged for users that have kept their current
(GPS I) equipment.
The CCG DGPS Service accuracy performance
would be enhanced (possibly to 1 m, 2DRMS) if
the current CCG DGPS station receivers were
upgraded to GPS II/GALILEO compatible
receives. This would be of benefit to some
applications , such as the deployment of an
integrated vessel traffic system.
Further RTK performance enhancements would result
from GPS II/GALILEO, provided that at least two
GALILEO frequencies were available. This would
further strengthen the case for a public threedimensional RTK DGPS Service in the StLawrence
Seaway and other constricted navigation charmels.

Figure 6: Combined GPS/GALILEO Constellation
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RTK Positioning Enhancements

LACHAPE LLE, G., M.E. CANNON, K. O'KE E FE , andP.
ALVES [2001] Technical Benefit Analysis of GALILEO for
Canada. Contract Report, prepared for the Canadian Space
Agency, March, Ottawa.

Until recently, RTK positioning has been performed with a single
reference station at a time. Since the inter-station distance between
the reference station and the user is limited to a few tens of km
due to the adverse effects of differential errors, a large number
of stations is required to cover an area. However, in recent years,
investigations have shown that d1e usc of multiple reference
stations operating interactively can reduce the number of reference
stations required by a factor of 3 to 5 [Raquet & Lachapelle 2001].
Early feasibility studies using some of the CCG DGPS service
reference stations in the St. Lawrence River have shown potential
with this method [Fortes et al 2000]. The advent of GPS II and
GALILEO will make multiple reference stations RT K services
cost-effective over large areas.

RAQUET,J., and G. LACHAPELLE (2001) Multiple Reference
RT K Positioning. GPS World, 12,4 (April), 48-53.
RYAN, S.,]. STEPHEN, and G. LACHAPELLE [1999] GPS Marine
User Receiver Reliability Evaluation using a Signal Simulator.
Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal, 45,3, 270-280.
RYAN, S., and G. LACHAPELLE [1999] Augn1entation of DGNSS
Wifu Dynanlic Constraints For Marine Navigation. Proceedings
of GPS99 (Session A4, N ashville, 14-17 September), The
Institute of Navigation, Alexandria, VA., 1303-1313

Conclusions

RYAN, S [2000] Multiple Blunders in Marine N avigation.
Proceedings of GPS2000 (Session B3, Salt Lake City, 19-22
September), The Institute of N avigation, Alexandria, VA.,
1444-1454.

Performance improvements in GNSS technologies will be so
dramatic in the decade ahead that fuey will possibly result in a
revision of current marine navigation requirements. The reasons
for m ore stringent requirements could range from better
environmental protection to increasing fue capacity of navigation
d1annels. Better GN SS performance will result in fue opportunity
to tighten requirements without cost escalation. As higher
accuracies become available, new applications will emerge that
will require these accuracies. Technology, requirements and
applications have proven to interact synergistically in many oilier
areas, and there is little doubt fuat marine navigation will be any
different.

RYAN, S., F. FORBES, and S. WEE [1997] Avoiding fue Rocks The Canadian Coast Guard Differential GPS System.
Proceedings of K.IS97, Dept of Geomatics Engineering,
University of Calgary, pp.% 7-375.
SHC [1998] Systeme d'Information sur les Niveaux des Eaux
Cotieres et Oceaniques (SINECO) Proposition de services
aux usagers, Service hydrographique du Canada.
U.S. DoT/ DoD [1999]1999 Federal Radionavigation Plan. Report
No. D oD 4650.5/DoT - VNTSC-RSPA-98-1.
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Radio DF
Halifax

By

Montreal

Beth Weller

Tobermory
Vancouver

Lighthouse Puzzler # 20
The hydrographers found interesting wrecks last year. Looking over their briefing notes for the Regional
Director, can you tell who found the Spanish treasure galleon off Tobermory?
1. The one working off Halifax was not the one using the antique Radio Direction Finder.
2. Wilcox, being a thoroughly modern person, was using the Global Positioning System but not off Halifax.
3. Loran-e was not used by Biggar's team, nor by the team working from Montreal, nor by the one that
made the startling discovery of LaSalle's 171h Century ship Griffen.
4. The Greek slave galley was found west of Montreal but was not positioned by RDF.

Solution to Puzzler # 1 9
The sextant is not on CSS Bayfield or Cartieror Acadia [clues 1, 2, 5] so it must be on CSS Baffin, so, along
with clue 4, Ritchie, with his trusty octant [clue 3], hosted the Prime Minister. So Eaton was the one with
the lodestone and must be on CSS Acadia. Kerr did not use the sextant [clue 6] so must be navigating by
Moon shots. So McCulloch is on CSS Baffin using the sextant.
The one with the sextant did not find the seamount [clue 1] so it must have been Eaton on CSS Acadia. So
McCulloch on CSS Baffin was the one sailing across the North Pole.
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Canadian Hydrographic Association (CHA)
Central Branch is hosting the
2002 - Coastal Multi beam Sonar Training Course
We are pleased to announce that during the week prior to the Canadian Hydrographic Conference 2002,
CHA Central Branch will be hosting a Coastal Multi beam Training Course in Burlington, ON. The course will
be held May 22 through 27 at the Travelodge Hotel, downtown Burlington. This course, which will be given
by Drs. John Hughes Clarke, Larry Mayer, David Wells and Christian deMoustier, continues what has
become one of the best sources for multibeam sonar training worldwide. Although the six-day course will
be mostly intensive classroom oriented, time will be allocated for on-the-water demonstrations.
Course fee (includes textbooks, lunches and breaks): $4995 CON ($4795 before February 28th , 2002).
Non-government members of the Canadian Hydrographic Association and The Hydrographic Society of
America (THSOA) will benefit from the following discounts on the cost of registration :

$ 50 reduction
10% reduction

Regular Members:
Sustaining/Corporate Members:

Non-member companies or organizations sponsoring two or more registrants will receive a 5% discount on
the cost of registration.
To register, please complete this form and send along with applicable payment to:
Paul Davies - CHA Multibeam Course Director
41 05 Marcia Place
Burlington, Ontario
L7L 5B6
Name: ----------------------------------------

Title:

Company :
Address: -----------------------------------------------------------------------Prov. I State ____________

City:

Country: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Postal Code: ________

Telephone:
E-mail: - - -------------------------------------------Please circle (if applicable):

CHA Regular Member

CHA Sustaining Member

THSOA Regular Member

THSOA Corporate Member

Payment can be made by cheque or money order, payable to Canadian Hydrographic Association Multi beam
Course or by Visa, MasterCard or American Express (The Credit Card debit will appear as McQuest Marine
Sciences).
Please circle (if applicable):

Visa

Mastercard

American Express

Credit Card Number:

Expiry Date:

Signature:

Amount:

Name of Cardholder:-------------------------------- - - - -

Vendors are welcome. For more information on the course or to arrange to demonstrate your
equipment please contact:
Paul Davies, Course Director at (905) 336 - 6448 (please leave message) or by email at:
daviesp@lara.on.ca

The Hydrographic Society
UNIVERSITY OF EAST LONDON
LONGBRIDGE ROAD
DAGENHAM
ESSEX RM8 2AS · ENGLAND · TELEPHONE: 081 597 1946 · FAX: 081 590 9730
AUSTRALASIAN
PO Box 1447
North Sydney
NSW 2059
Tel: + 61 2 925 4800
Fax : + 61 2 925 4835

BENELUX
RWS- Dir Noordzee
Postbus 5807, 2280HV
Rijswijk (ZH), The Netherlands
Tel: 703 366600
Fax: 703 90 06 91

DENMARK
S0kortafdelingen
Rentemestervej 8
DK 2400 Copenhagen NV
Tel : + 45 35 87 50 89
Fax : + 45 35 87 50 57

c/o UEL
Longbridge Road
Dagenham Essex RM8 2AS
Tel : 081 597 1946
Fax: 081 590 9730

PO Box 732
Rockville
Maryland 20848-0732
Tel: 301 460 4768
Fax: 301 460 4768

Mark your calendars to attend
The Canadian Hydrographic Conference 2002
Toronto Canada
Exibitors: Reserve your space NOW
I

Inscrivez cet evenement a votre calendrier Tr.i~...:X
Conference hydrographique du Canada 2002
Toronto Canada
Exposants: Reservez vos places des maintenant
I

CANADIAN
HYDROGRAPHIC
CONFERENCE

CONFERENCE
HYDROGRAPHIQUE
DUCANADA
Mav/Mai 21-31, 2002
Toronto, canada

Please contact: I
Absolute Conferences and Events Inc .
144 Front Street West, Suite 640
Toronto, ON, Canada M5J 2L7
CHC2002@absolu'teven"ts. com

-V-P communiquez:
Tel/Tel. : 416-595-1414
1-800-284-7530 Canada & USA
Fax/Telec. : 416-979-1819
www. CHC2002. com

FORMULAIRE D'INSCRIPTION ANTICIPEE
Nom: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ Prenom : _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ (Mme I M.) : _ _ _ _
Titre: _______ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _____ Organisation : ______________________
Adresse: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ Ville: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Province/Etat : _ __ _ __ _ __ _ Pays : ----------~- Code postal/zip : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Tel.: _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ Telec.: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Courriel :_________________ _ __

Mode de communication prefere : ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Besoinsparticuliers: - - -- - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - -- -- -- Autres renseignementsfquestions : - - -- -- - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - -- -- Consultez regulierement notre site Web www.CHC2002.com pour de plus amples renseignements.
FRAIS D'INSCRIPTION:
NOMBRE

COOT UNITAIRE

SO US-TOTAL

Reguliere - totalite de la conference
Tard le 28 fevrier 2002

quantite

X

550,00 $ CAN =

$

Apres le 28 fevrier 2002

quantite

X

750,00 $ CAN =

$

Tard le 28 fevrier 2002

quantite

X

150,00 $ CAN =

$

Apres le 28 fevrier 2002

quantite

X

250,00 $CAN =

$

Sous-total

$

*TPS 7% (8891 33773-0007)

$

Total

$

Etudiant( e) - totalite de la conference

Veuillez prendre note que ces montants n'incluent pas les frais de participation aux activites
sociales offertes dans le cadre de la CHC.
*Seuls les residents canadiens sont assujettis

a la TPS.

MODE DE PAIEMENT :
Le present formulaire doit etre accompagne de la totalite de la somme due. Les inscriptions ne seront confirmees
qu'une fois le paiement total re~u . Les sommes sont en dollars canadiens.

0 Cheque (Priere de libeller

a: Conference hydrographique du Canada)

J'autorise, par la presente, Absolute Conference & Events

OVISA

0 MasterCard

a porter les frais a rna carte de credit.

Numero de la carte: ____ __ __ __ __ _ _ _ __

Date d'expiration : _______ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Nom du detenteur :

Signature: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Priere de remplir et de faire parvenir le formulaire accompagne de votre paiement
Conference hydrographique du Canada 2002
a/s Absolute Conferences & Events Inc.
144, rue Front Ouest, bureau 640, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2L7
Tel.: (416) 595-1414 Telec.: (416) 979-1819
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CPS•ECP
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EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION FORM
Prefix: _ _ __ _ _ Last Name: _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ ___ First Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Title: _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Organization: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Province/State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Country:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postal/Zip Code: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone Number: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Fax Number:- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - E-mail Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Preferred Contact Method: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Special Requirements: - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- Additional Information/ Requests:---- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Watch our web site www.CHC2002.com for more information.
REGISTRATION FEES:
NUMBER

UNIT COST

SUB-TOTAL

Regular Full Conference
Before February 28, 2002

quantity

X

$550.00 each Cdn $

After February 28, 2002

quantity

X

$750.00 each Cdn $

Before February 28, 2002

quantity

X

$150.00 each Cdn $

After February 28, 2002

quantity

X

$250.00 each Cdn $

Student's Full Conference

Sub Total $
7% *GST (8891 33773-0007)

$

Total $
Please note that these fees do not include the social programs that CHC will be offering.
*GST is applicable to Canadian residents only.
METHOD OF PAYMENT:
This application must be accompanied by the total amount due. Applications will not be confirmed until payment is
received. Fees are noted in Canadian funds.
0 Cheque (Please make payable to: Canadian Hydrographic Conference)

OVISA

0 MasterCard

I hereby authorize Absolute Conference &. Events Inc. to charge my credit card.
Card Number: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expiry Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Name of Cardholder:

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please mail or fax completed registration forms with payment, to:
Canadian Hydrographic Conference 2002

cjo Absolute Conferences &. Events Inc.
144 Front Street West, Suite 640 Toronto ON M5J 2L7
Tel: 416-595-1414 Fax: 416-979-1819
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The 2002 Canadian Hydrographic Conference (CHC 2002) is presented by the Canadian Hydrographic
Association, the Canadian Coast Guard, the Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons, Federation
Internationale des Geometres, the International Hydrographic Organization, T he Hydrographic Society
of America, the Canadian Hydrographic Service, and The Company of Master Mariners of Canada.
The conference alternates each year between the United States and Canada. Recent conferences were
in Norfolk, Virginia in 2001 and ih Montreal in 2000. This year's conference is on May 28 to 31, 2002
at The Westin Harbour .Castle hotel on the Toronto harbourfront; given the focus ;of the conference,
this is the ideal location as visiting ships and survey vessels can be docked nearby. A special feature of
this year's co~nference is that one day of this three-day event has a focus on the needs and concerns of
the recreational boater.
'
This isamajor forum for the marine community and appeals to a wide range of businesses and individuals
with an interest in marine matters. It ·s a. focus for all stakehold€r in hydrography and geomatics,
including navigators, inshore and offshot;.eil.shers, reneational boaters, ehgineers, scientists and educators,
. as well as for governn:ent ausij.n.duj tr rt;.J21;"esentatiy~p· With SCU4.qs;legates f~om across Canada and
around the world, this is a g~od..._oppor1;U111t:U9 ~E...up :With ~recten_t developments and to meet
representatives of hydrographic communities from many countries
I"

The theme this year is "Innovation and. Excellenc.e: Focusing an clientrequiremcnts and their needs" .
This reflects the ever-increasing demand by to day's marine clients for new technologies and better ways
to use hydrographic data and offers a real opportunity to meet and explore new ideas and technologies
in charting. The conference sessions will explore the changing needs and future trends of the maritime
community and will encourage discussion between the various scientific communities that share an
interest in hydrography and in navigation.
An important feature is the conference tradeshow, where some 60 exhibitors from the commercial and
educational environments display their recent developments and technologies. This allows delegates to
see the latest tools in hydrography, marine sciences and marine geomatics. Exhibitors that promote the
use of charts and related publications will also be showcased, including organizations that promote
safety, education and marketing.

The trades how will be near the conference ro9ms and _social func!,!ons . with poster presentations within
and next to the exhibit area, and there will be a tage in the middle of the tradeshow for exhibitors to
~~.J.
:J.&
' - • ...
demonstrate their products or services at scheduled times throughout the conference.
T
,.

.........,..

-~""'·

·c-

..,.,.. ~

As well as the exhibit halls, .there is_an oppot.tuni :fot:~xhibitors to use. Canadian H ydrographic Service
survey launches docked beside the conferepce hotel to demonstrate their equipment on the water. The
launch exhibits are intended for pra.s,tical demonsp ?J.i2!1$; jter~H...also be an outdoor meeting area
with··display tables at the harbourfront for ship and launch exhibitors to display materials and to 11!-eet
other delegates.
The tradeshow and the survey launches offer an opportunity for exhibitors to showcase their products
and services to industry decision-makers and to provide them with a great learning experience.

A Canadian Coast Guard Class 1 Icebreaker and a Canadian National Defence Kingston Class Maritime
Coastal Defence Vessel are expected to be docked at the same location to demonstrate their worldclass navigation systems.

For more information: www.CHC2002.com

IHO S44 Standards for Hydrographic Surveys
and The Variety of Requirements for
Bathymetric Data
By

Dave E. Wells, Ocean Mapping Group,Department of Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering and
David Monahan, Canadian Hydrographic Service

In addition to its age-old use of abetting safe and efficient navigation, hydrographic data is increasingly used in an
ever-expanding array of marine activities. Many non-hydrographic-office agencies and companies are collecting
hydrographic data for intended purposes other than the production of nautical charts. All Hydrographic Offices
wish to continue their prime role as providers of navigation products and many aspire to have their data applied
to a broader list of intended uses. One of the strong points of hydrographic data is that it generally conforms to
a known standard. For the past 40 years, this has usually been the International Hydrographic Organization's S44.
However, S44 is strongly biased towards surface navigation, and is mapplicable to many other uses of hydrographic
data. In this paper we explain the uncertainty elements in bathymetry data and compare S44 standards with
alternatives that have recently emerged.

Introduction
The word "standard" implies something that can be used as a
basis for comparison, such as a model or a set of rules, or an
authorized measure of some kind. Along these lines, the
International Organization for Standards (ISO) defines the term
"standards" as :

Rules, guidelines, and definitions ofcharacteristics, which
ensure that materials, products, processes and services are
fit for their intended purposes.
In this paper we dissect this statement in three steps, as it applies
to bathymetric information. First we will consider what
characteristics are appropnate to judge whether bathymetric data
is "fit". Second we will consider the variety of "intended
purposes" for which marine bathymetnc data may be fit. Finally,
we will consider the status of standards for bathymetric data, in
particular those contained in the 4'h edition of tl1e International
Hydrographic Organization Special Publication No. 44 (IHO,
1998), and some recent alternatives.

Intended Uses for Bathymetric Data
The traditional mandate of hydrography has been to survey, chart
and supply all spatial information required to assist in safe
navigation and safety of life at sea, primarily for those commercial
shipping vessels which fall under the conditions of the Safety of
Life at Sea (SOL~S) convention administered by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO).
However, driven by technology change, hydrographic needs and
capabilities are becoming more broadly concerned with the
management of spatial information concerning all marine features,
processes, and properties in four dimensions (space and time),
including the acquisition, analysis, and visualization of this spatial
information (Kenny, 2000; Hecht, 2001; Monallan eta!, 2001).
Bathymetry is that aspect of hydrography that is concerned with
Fall /Winter
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delineating the marine floor, including features of both natural
origin and those due to human activity. Bathymetric mapping has
four broadly defined intended uses: to improve knowledge and
understanding, to establish sovereignty and security, for economic
purposes (including offshore resource m anagement and shipping),
and for environmental management.
Hydrographic information, in particular bathymetric information,
is used to make informed decisions of several types: for example .
vessel navigation decisions; resource management decisions;
resource development decisions; marine infrastructure decisions;
marine construction decisions; coastal development decisions;
tactical and strategic military decisions; and environmental
management decisions. The confidence with which such decisions
can be made depends on the confidence that can be placed on
the hydrographic (and other) information available to assist in
making informed decisions. It is consequently critical that users
be informed of the uncertainty associated with the data and with
products constructed from it. For us as suppliers of bathymetry
to provide information about uncertainty, we must first assess it
ourselves. \Ve are aided in this assessment by mathematical tools
and an international standard, S44 of the International
Hydrographic Organisation (IHO, 1998).

Assessment of Uncertainty in
Bathymetric Data
The uncertainty associated with b athymetric measurements
includes (a) lmcertainty in the location of a measured bathymetric
data point; (b) uncertainty in the depth associated with a
bathymetric data point; and (c) uncertainty in the backscatter
strength associated with a bathymetric measurement.
Bathymetric uncertainty management involves both the design
of a bathymetric system and the evaluation of results and products

Automne I Hiver 200 I
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derived from bathymetric data. Measurements arc always
uncertain, to a greater or lesser degree. Uncertainties are of three
fundamentally different types: accidental, systematic and random.
Each type must be dealt with differently. A common characteristic
shared by all three, however, is that the reliability with which we
can determine uncertainty is completely dependant upon the
degree to which the bathymetric data is redundant (repeated
measurements of the same seabed feature, or even footprint, which
can be directly compared to ascertain consistency).
"Data cleaning" describes methods used to deal with "accidental"
uncertainties (also called mistakes, blunders, or outliers) .
Comparison of a suspected outlier with its geographical nearest
neighboring data points (taking hydrographic judgment into
account) is the most powerful data-cleaning tool. A rule of thumb
which has emerged for cleaning high-density bathymetric data is
that real features are distinguished from points created accidentally
according to whether multiple consistent data points (multiple
'11its") in close proximity are observed or not.
"Artifact" describes the effect of a systematic uncertainty. "Artifact
detection" and, where possible, "artifact removal" describes
further steps in the data-cleaning process. Artifacts are most often
manifested as identifiable artificial features in a data series, with a
strong correlation in time or space with some other data series.
E ffective artifact detection requires dense data and powerful
visualization tools.
Whatever remains after (perhaps incomplete) data cleaning and
artifact removal are considered as random uncertainties, or noise,
in the data. Sometimes it is appropriate and possible to reduce
the noise level by use of suitable filtering and smoothing of the
data, but this can be dangerous, re-introducing systematic
uncertainties, due to the filtering process itself.
In any case, when we have done our best, if we are fortunate, we
will be left with some remairung "random" uncertainties. If we
are unfortunate, we will still have residual systematic uncertainties
that we cannot remove. If we are really unfortunate, there may
still be blunders or outliers which we cannot remove with certainty,
because it is impossible to decide whether these data points
represent real features, or are accidents of measurement.
To meet tl1e requirements for informed decision-making, we must
be able to describe these remaining uncertainties in some standard
way. One uncertainty descriptor is "precision" which describes
data consistency. Good precision indicates that outliers have been
successfully removed, and random uncertainties are small - but
large systematic effects may still exist. Another uncertainty
descriptor is "accuracy", which in a perfect world indicates
agreement of our data with the "truth" (whatever that may be).
Good accuracy indicates that the systematic effects have been
reduced or eliminated, although occasional outliers may still exist,
and the random uncertainties may be large or small.
Both these uncertainty descriptors are based on statistical
principles and standards. The "mean" and the "standard
deviation" are the two most common statistical descriptors of
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measurement uncertainties. The mean describes the central
tendency of a series of measurements. The standard deviation
describes the dispersion of a series of measurements. If we
subtract the mean value (or perhaps a "true value" if such is
known) from every measurement, we have a series of "residuals"
or deviations from the mean. If we calculate the square root of
the sum of the squares of these residuals, we obtain the standard
deviation for that measurement series.
When discussing measurements that have a number of
"dimensions" or tinle-correlated quantities (as is most certainly
the case for a modern bathymetric survey), then these concepts
are extended into several dimensions by considering a "mean
vector" and a "covariance matrix" .
Data-sets containing many measurements tend to have a special
statistical character, known as a Gaussian distribution (the fanllliar
"bell-shaped curve"), provided all accidental and systematic
uncertainties have been removed, so that the uncertainties are
purely random. This Gaussian character is an approximate model
of reality, and becomes a better model the larger the number of
values which are being considered (something called the Central
Limit Theorem) and the more rigorous or successful the data
cleaning process. An important descriptor of uncertainty, when
the data density permits, is the probability that the data residuals
(the random component of uncertainty) obey the Gaussian
distribution.
But what does all this have to do with the confidence we can
place in our information or measurements? It is another statistical
principle that we can predict, under specific statistical conditions,
how often our measurement uncertainties (or more specifically
our measurement residuals) are likely to exceed a certain value.
The value (or values) in question is referred to as the "confidence
region", and the likelihood that our measurements lie inside this
confidence region is referred to as the "confidence level".
The international standard for confidence level is 95% -in otl1er
words 19 times out of 20. 95% is confidence level associated
with weather predictions. 95% is the confidence level associated
with election outcome predictions or public polling results. And
95% has become the standard for expressing the confidence level
for results derived from hydrographic measurements. If data has
a Gaussian distribution, the 95% confidence region is related to
the standard deviation (in one dimension) or the covariance matrix
(in several dimensions) by a simple scale factor.
In s=ary: Key quality factors in bathymetric survey design are
"coverage", "resolution" and "redundancy". The key quality factor
in bathymetric data assessment is "uncertainty" - what are the
uncertainties in the resulting bathymetric, positioning, and sonar
backscatter information, and how do these uncertainties compare
with the informed decision-making requirements for the intended
uses? Bathyme tii.c uncertainty management requires redundancy,
and consists of two or three steps: data cleaning for both outliers
and artifact removal, perhaps followed by a noise reduction
process, and finally an assessment of the 95% confidence region
associated with the remaining residual discrepancies.
J., Automne I Hiver 200 I

Having applied the tools discussed in the previous section, we
arrive at numerical values for uncertainty of our bathymetry data,
either grouped by adjacent areas, or individually. One way to assess
these numbers (decide if they are fit for their intended purpose)
is to compare them against a standard.
A standard can be used as a planning document before data are
collected, and as an evaluation document after the data are in.
The a priori approach tries to assess the uncertainty with which
each piece of data could or should be collected, before a survey is
conducted. This is implemented through an uncertainty prediction
estimation process or model. These predicted uncertainties are
compared with those required to meet the appropriate standard,
and the survey redesigned if they fall short. The a posteriori
approach attempts to determine what uncertainties actual exist in
the collected data, using the data cleaning and assessment tools
referred to earlier in this paper. The results of these post-survey
checks are then compared with the appropriate standard, to
determine whether the survey results are actually "fit for their
intended purpose". Sometimes it is claimed that a survey "met"
the standard, but if no post-survey check was carried out to verify
this claim, it is not supported by evidence. Claiming that surveys
were planned to meet the standard is not enough. Planning and
realization are not always the same thing.
In the following sections we consider some of the standards that
are available for this assessment. We will focus, for simplicity, on
just one of the many standard parameters required for assessing
hydrographic data: the uncertainty in determination of depth.

S44: IHO Standards for Hydrographic Surveys

value in producing a standard that cannot be achieved or can only
be achieved at costs not sustainable by some member states. Finally,
the members must possess a thick skin, since their work can never
please everyone. The Canadian Hydrographic Service is fortunate
in being represented on the S44 working group by Rob Hare of
CHS, Pacific Region.
The work of producing the standard is ongoing in a periodic
manner, with the published intention of issuing a new edition
every five years. An examination of the changes between
succeeding editions gives a strong indication of the perceived
progress in hydrographic technology and evolution in users' needs.
For instance, the current (i.e. 4th) edition: ... departs from previous
editions by specifying different accuracy requirements for different
areas according to their importance for the safety of navigation.
The most stringent requirements entail higher accuracies than
previously specified, but for areas of less critical nature for
navigation the requirements have been relaxed.
Improvements in positioning technology that allow vessels to
determine their locations at a level of uncertainty smaller then that
required by the previous standard, together with the development
of high density bathymetric mapping tools (such as multibeam
sonar echo sounders and LIDAR), are reasons behind this demand
for higher accuracies in certain areas. Future editions will likewise
adapt the standard to evolving technology and users' requirements.
S44 4th Edition classifies surveys into four different types (four
"intended uses"):

The International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) has issued
standards for hydrographic surveys (S44) since 1957, and most
recently in 1998 (IHO, 1998). These are the standards used by
most producers of hydrographic data. Their stated purpose is:

Special Order - for specific critical areas with minimum
unde- keel clearance and where bottom characteristics are
potentially hazardous to vessels (generally less than 40m),
such as harbours, berthing areas, and associated critical
channels with minimum under keel clearances.

To specifY minimum standards for hydrographic surveys
in order that hydrographic data collected according to
these standards is sufficiently accurate and that the spatial
uncertainty of data is adequately quantified to be safely
used by mariners (commercial, military or recreational)
as primary users of this information.

Order 1 - for harbours, harbour approach channels,
recommended tracks, inland navigation channels, and
coastal areas ofhigh commercial traffic density (less than
1OOm), such as harbours, harbour approach channels,
recommended tracks and some coastal areas with depths
up to 100m.

S44 identifies itself as a "performance standard" and thus contains
no instructions on how to evaluate whether a survey meets the
standard. Nor does it specifically require the inclusion of
redundancy, the most powerful tool for evaluating the uncertainty
of any set of measurements. These are left to each agency to
implement

Order 2 - for areas with depths less than 200m not covered
by Special Order and Order 1.
Order 3 -for areas not covered by Special Order, and
Orders 1 and 2 and in water depths in excess of 200m

Equipment and procedures used to achieve the standards
laid down in this publication are left to the discretion of
the agency responsible for the survey quality.

For each of these it specifies Horizontal Accuracy, Depth
Accuracy, 100% Bottom Search, System Detection Capability and
Maximum Line Spacing.

Producing a standard like S44 is no easy task. Usual practice is for
several member states of the IHO to nominate specialists who
not only have a profound knowledge of the theory underlying the
subject but also are aware of upcoming improvements in the
technology that may impact the standard during its lifetime. The
group must also have a strong sense of the pragmatic: there is no

S44 4tl' Edition divides depth uncertainties into two contributing
types, fixed and variable. It makes no mention of the primary
classification of random, systematic and accidental, within these
fixed and variable types. Fixed errors dominate the uncertainty
budget in shallow water. Variable (depth-dependent) errors are
characterized as a fixed percentage of water depth and thus grow
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There are two ways in which the S44 4th Edition depth uncertainty
standards can be interpreted. In the first interpretation, the word
"minimum" standards is taken as the operative word, and the
unlimited extension of each of the four S44 orders to deeper
depths is permitted, even though not mandatory. In the second,
more limited, interpretation, each Order is assigned a maximum
depth to which it should be applied (Special Order to 40m, Order
1 to 100m, Order 2 to 200m, and Order 3 in deeper water).

larger with deepening water. The two types are combined in the
Root-Sum-of-Squares (RSS) sense to give the 95% uncertainty 0.
That

=

=

where a sum of all depth-independent errors, b sum of all
depth-dependent errors, expressed as a fraction of water depth,
and d = depth of water column in metres.
S44 4'h Edition draws a distinction between the sampling of the
seabed bathymetry represented by the measured depths, and the
complete bathymetric model which is presented (in some form)
to the end user for informed decision-making: Unless the sampling
density is dense enough to delineate all seabed features, this model
will be based, either implicitly or explicitly, on some form of
interpolation between the sampled depths. Consequently the
uncertainty associated with a bathymetric model will include
uncertainties introduced by the interpolation process, and will be
larger than the depth measurement (sampling) uncertainty.

Beyond S44:
Other Intended Uses, Other Standards
S44 4th Edition broke a lot of new ground. It addresses the use
of high-density bathymetric methods, such as multibeam, sweep,
and LIDAR. It emphasizes the need to determine and record
("attribute") depth and position uncertainties. It distinguishes
between depth measurement uncertainty and bathymetric model
uncertainty.

Previous S44 editions were based on the scale of a specified chart,
and the draughting skill of experienced marine cartographers. S44
Table 1: Summary of Minimum Standards for Depth
4th Edition is based on uncertainty budgets
Uncertainties from S44 4'h Edition (IHO, 1998)
and (at least nominally) on intended uses.
Order
S44 Special
S441
S44 2
S44 3
However, despite this nominal objective,
Depth uncertainty for
a = 0.25 m
a = 0.5 m
a= 1.0 m
a = 1.0 m
the intended use for which S44 4th Edition
reduced depths
b = 1.3%
b = 2.3%
b = 2.3%
b = 0.75%
was created is still almost exclusively
(95% Confidence Level)
nautical charting.
Bathymetric model
uncertainty
(95% Confidence Level)

a= 0.25 m
b = 0.75%

a = 1m
b = 2.6%

a = 2m
b=5%

In the case of the Special order, this algorithm is somewhat more
demanding than the single depth uncertainty specification from
S44 3'd Edition (IHO, 1987), which was

30 em to the depth of30m, and 1% of depth thereafter.

a= 5m
b=5%

Some of those seeking depth uncertainty
standards for other intended uses of
bathymetric information have referred to S44 4tl' Edition, as is
(e.g. United N ations, 1999). Others have extended, modified, and
replaced the standards embodied in S44 4th Edition.
We will consider four examples of standards that go beyond S44
4th Edition:
The Exclusive Order introduced by the Swedish Maritime
Administration.
The US Army Corps of Engineers shallow water standards.
Standards proposed to Land Information New Z ealand for
deep water multibeam echosounder surveys.
Standards proposed by The International Marine Contractors
Association for offshore construction.

The S44 3'ct Edition specification was at the 90% confidence level,
and did NOT include uncertainties in water level reduction, which
are included in the 4tl' Edition specifications.
For Orders 1 to 3, this algorithm results in higher permitted
uncertainties than did the single 3'd Edition specification.

Figure 1. Log-log plot of S44 3'd and 4'h Editions.
In subsequent figures, the S44 Special Order plot is used as a reference.
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IHO S44 are minimum standards. At least
one hydrog raphic office, the Swedish
Maritime Administration, has de fined
standards which are based on S44 4'h E dition,
but which are more demanding than those
minimum standards (Sl'v!A, 2000).
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On 1 May 2000, these new standards came
into effect for Swedish surveys, and are being
considered for adoption by other Baltic
hydrographic offices.
Sl'v!A extended S44 4'h Edition in four ways:
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A new Exclusive Order specification was added, intended
for the most demanding applications.
100% seafloor coverage is required in all cases by SMA,
whereas for S44 4th Edition 100% coverage is specified only
for Special Order and, if there is a grounding hazard, for
other Orders as well.
Depth uncertainty in the standards refer to both acoustic
sounding measurements (topographical reproduction) as well
as determinations of the minimum depth by means of
mechanical sensors (sweeping bars).
The SMA depth-uncertainty standards include the entire error
budget from the surveying uncertainties up to the final result
- storage in the digital depth database. In this way, the SMA
depth-uncertainty standards are conceptually closer to the
S44 4'h Edition bathymetric model uncertainties than to the
depth measurement uncertainties. However the SMA
standards are much tighter than the S44 4th Edition standards,
since the numerical values are derived from the S44 4th Edition
depth measurement uncertainties.
The SMA established two "intended uses" - "fairway areas" and
"other". Fairway areas are defined as

existing, proposed or plannedfairways, traffic separations,
deepwater routes, ports and areas ofanchorage or waiting.
Fairway area surveys require an initial acoustic sounding survey.
This is followed by a mechanical bar sweep, when the acoustic
soundings indicate that the fairway depths are either
less than 150% of the minimum existing, proposed, or planned
underkeel clearance safety margin, including squat, or
the underkeel clearance safety margin is less than 1 m.

Table 2. The Swedish implementation of S-44
Order
Depth uncertainty for
bathymetric models
(95% Confidence Level)
Depth range to apply
order for fairway areas
Depth range to apply
order for other areas
Maximum depth to
apply order

USACE Hydrographic Manual 200 I
The United States Army Corps of Engineers has published a
Hydrographic Manual since 1991, containing b ackg round
information, field procedures, and survey standards for Corps
hydrographic projects. The latest (2001) version is currently in draft
form (USACE, 2001). This document defines two categories of
hydrographic surveys (intended uses):
Navigation and dredging support surveys, including project
condition surveys of navigation channels, dredging contract
plans and specifications su rveys, dredging measurement,
payment, clearance and acceptance surveys, and river charting
surveys.
General surveys and studies, including general reconnaissance
or planning surveys/ studies, flood control project surveys,
reservoir sedimentation surveys, flood plain boundary surveys,
hydrological and hydraulic surveys, coastal engineering surveys,
beach surveys, environmental investigations, geotechnical
investigations, and disposal area surveys.
Based on the following principle:
survey instrumentation requirements, accuracy standards, and
quality control procedures vary as a function of bottom type
in a navigation channel, as does the required accuracy of dredge
measurement and payment.
USACE navigation and dredging support surveys are further divided
into three categories:
Hard bottom material and/ or new work. N avigation projects
where low under-keel clearances are anticipated over potentially
hazardous bottom conditions, hazardous cargo is transported,
or where bottom sediment could adversely impact naval vessels
transiting a project. . .. only a small number of Corps projects
fall under this category.

SMA
Exclusive

SMA Special

SMA 1st

SMA 2nd

a= 0.15 m
b = 0.40%

a= 0.25 m
b = 0.75%

a = 0.5 m
b = 1.3%

a= 1.0 m
. b = 2.3%

0 ·20m

20-50 m

50m

50m

50 - 100m

0-6 m

6-100 m

100m

100m

Figure 2. Log-log plot of SMA implementation of S-44.

Soft bottom material and/ or
m aintenance dredging. N avigation
proj ects containing soft sand/silt
a= 1.0 m
b = 2.3%
bottoms not judged to be hazardous to
vessel
hulls; o r p roj ects with soft,
100m +
featureless, and relatively continuous
100m+
channel bottoms where gaps in coverage
between survey lines are unlikely to yield
unlimited
potential hazards /s trikes. The vast
m ajo rity of the Corps d eep- and
shallow-draft navigation projects . . . fall within this
category.

- S44 Order 2/ 3

- S44 Order 1

SMA 3rd

Underwater investigation surveys. Precise
investigation surveys of/ around locks, dams, power
plants, abutments, piers, jetties, bulkheads, and
other structures.

- S44 Special Order

-

10

Depth ( m )

SMA Exclusive

1000

100
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T he USACE depth uncertainty standards include
all uncertainty components that make up a reduced
elevation: uncertainties in datum, in tide/ stage
modeling-extrapolation-interpretation, in dynamiclatency / roll / pitch / h eave, in acoustic
LIG HTHOUSE 35

(coefficient "b" in S44 4'h Edition) are actually .smalkr in deep
water than in shallow water. Depth-independent factors such as
tide and heave, and one of the major depth-dependent factors,
unstable sound velocity profiles, all have larger magnitudes in
shallow (inshore) water than m deep (offshore) water. Consequently
the depth uncertainties resulting from imperfect measurement I
recovery of these factors, are also far more significant in shallow
than in deep water. The report points out that uncertainties as
small as 0.2% of water depth have been reported for deep water
MBES depths. To demand only 2.3%, as specified in S44 4tl' Edition
Order 3, ignores the capability of MBES, and is less appropriate
than S44 3'd Edition, which required 1% for
Table 3. USACE depth uncertainty standards (2001 draft version)
both sh allow and deep water depth
measurements.
Nav & dredging Nav & dredging

measurement, sound speed, refraction, and beam forming, and
bathymetric mis-modeling through uncertainty in horizontal
positioning (depth georeferencinguncertainty). The Manual notes
that mechanical and acoustic depth measurement uncertainty
increases with increasing depth, thatmultibcam system uncertainties
increase with increasing beam angle, and that tide I stage and water
level surface model uncertainties will generally be smaller for
shallow (< 5 m) projects than for deeper (> 12m) projects. The
USACE depth uncertainty standards are depth -dependent, but
do not follow the S44 4th Edition a I b coefficient model for
depth independent and depth dependent uncertainty components.

Method

Depth

Other

Mechanical

<4.5 m

hard bottom
a= 0.075 m

Acoustic

<4.5 m

a=0.15m

a=0.15m

a= 0.30 m

Acoustic

4.5mto12m

a= 0.30 m

a= 0.30 m

a= 0.60 m

Acoustic

>12m

a= 0.30 m

a= 0.60 m

a= 0.60 m

soft bottom
a= 0.075 m

a=0.15m

Figure 3. Log-log plot of USACE standards, and S-44 4th Edition Special Order.
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The LINZ Standard,
Specifically Addressing MBES Performance
In response to a request from Land Information New Zealand
(LINZ),John Hughes Clarke, of the University of New Brunswick,
prepared a set of "Provisional Swath Sonar Survey Specifications"
(Hughes Clarke, 1999) for surveys involving the use of multibeam
sonar echosounders (MBES). The rationale for this project was
as follows:
The [IHO S44 4th Edition] standards unfortunately contain
significant ambiguity and are drafted for the sole purpose of
data collection for nautical charting (a mandate much narrow
than that of LINZ). One example of this broader mandate
is that, as of July 1997, LINZ has taken the responsibility for
New Zealand's Continental Shelf Delimitation Project. This
involves the "measurement and analysis of seabed
information according to internationally agreed criteria
developed by the United Nations Commission on the Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS)". Unfortunately these criteria do not
include any specifications for the acquisition or delivery of
data that might be acquired by MBES's.
The LINZ report explains that uncertainties associated with MBES
depth measurements, expressed as a percentage of water depth
36 LIGHTHOUSE
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The LINZ report also explains that MBES
bottom detection, roll, and refraction
uncertainties are all larger for MBES outer
beams than for inner (near nadir) beams.
Bottom detection uncertainties for the
inner beams of a typical MBES are in the
range of 40% to 60% of the S44 4th E dition
Special Order depth measurement
specifications. On the other hand, bottom
detection uncertainties alone will exceed the
entire Special Order uncertainty limit (from
all sources) for outer beams (say those with
a grazing angle of less than 30°). Therefore,
a MBES survey designed to meet a
particular depth uncertainty standard for
all beams (out to a certain outer-beam
cutoff), will likely outperform that
uncertainty standard significantly for the
inner beam (near nadir) data.

This MBES beam-angle dependence is not addressed in S44 4th
Edition. The LINZ report addresses this dependence head-on
by proposing MBES depth uncertainty specifications based on
the differences between inner-beam and outer-beam uncertainty
performance. Rather than requiring that all depths from a MBES
survey meet the same uncertainty standard, inner-beam standards
are required to meet something closely related to S44 4th Edition
Special Order, while the outer-beam standards are more relaxed.
In addition, the permitted balance between inner-beam and outerbeam coverage is allowed to relax as the survey specifications
move from LINZ Special Order to LINZ Order 3.
The expected performance of a MBES is divided into several
sectors, from the inner-beam sector to the outermost-beam sector.
The number of sectors is allowed to increase from one to four,
and the specified coverage within each sector is partitioned more
generously in favour of the outer-beam sectors, as the survey
order descends from Special to Order 3. Since this approach
could be quite complex to design, realize, and assess in practice, a
simpler approach is also proposed, which is based on the
performance of the worst (outer beam) sector. In each case,
everything is tied to the S44 4th Edition Special Order specification,
and the lower order S44 specifications are ignored. Four
J., Automne I Hiver 200 I

uncertainty levels are specified: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 times the S44
4th Edition Special Order depth uncertainty specification, that is
For 1.0 x SO, a = 0.25 m, b = 0.75% of depth
For 1.5 x SO, a= 0.375 m, b = 1.125% of depth
For 2.0 x SO, a= 0.5 m, b = 1.5% of depth
For 2.5 x SO, a = 0.625 m, b = 1.875% of depth.

Table 4. Proposed LINZ Depth Uncertainty Specifications
Order
Depth uncertainty, by
sector, for reduced depths
(95% Confidence Level)
Depth uncertainty for
worst-case sector (outerbeams) reduced depths
(95% Confidence Level)

LINZ Special

LINZ 1st

What's next for S44?
The IHO formally intends to reconsider S44 on a five year
schedule, to account for technological and procedural
improvements as they occur. Hence work on S44 5th Edition is
expected to start soon. To conclude this review, we speculate on
the issues to be dealt with by the S44 working group tasked with
preparing S44 5th Edition.

LINZ 2nd

LINZ 3rd

100% 1.0 X SO

50% 1.0 X SO
50% 1.5 X SO

33%1 .0 X SO
33%1 .5 X SO
33% 2.0 X SO

25%1 .0 X
25% 1.5 X
25%2.0 X
25%2.5 X

1.0x SO

1.5xSO

2.0

X

SO

IMCA offshore construction standards
The International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA) has
adopted the S44 and LINZ standards to standards for informed
decision making in offshore construction activities (IMCA, 2000).
The intended uses associated with each of the four IMCA depth
measurement uncertainty orders are:
IMCA First Order - site surveys for offshore engineering,
requiring high quality seafloor definition: Template or jacket
installations; Detailed route engineering surveys; Route
surveys in confined areas; Surveys in ports and harbours;
Dredging and inshore engineering surveys
IMCA Second Order- site surveys for offshore engineering,
less stringent than First Order: Route reconnaissance surveys;
Geo-Hazard and clearance surveys; Coastal engineering
surveys; Deepwater geophysical and engineering surveys
(conducted by remote vehicle)
IM CA Third 0 rde r _ general bath yme tnc su rveys:
Continental shelf cable route surveys; Continental shelf

SO
SO
SO
SO

Perhaps the most important issue is whether
S44 5th Edition should aspire to address all
intended uses for hydrographic data, as was
hinted at in S44 4th E dition. As we have tried
to demonstrate, there are many non-nautical2.5 X SO
charting uses for hydrographic data, for which
the depth uncertainty standards are quite
different (often more demanding) than the standards provided
by S44 4th Edition. As well, our brief review is by no means an
exhaustive survey of d1ese other intended uses for bathymetric
data.
i\n argument in favour of S44 5th Edition addressing all intended
uses for hydrographic data is iliat many Hydrographic Offices aspire
to be suppliers of data I information I products to a broader clientele.
It has even been argued iliat the survival of some HOs may depend
upon cultivating a broader user base (Monahan et al, 2001). It would
be appropriate for the IHO to establish data standards within S44
5'h Edition which would facilitate these aspirations.

On the other hand, this approach to a new edition of S44 would
require broader representation on the working group. The working
group would benefit from inclusion of members involved in
specifying the uncertainty requirements for several of the diverse
intended uses for hydrographic data, as listed in S44 4th E dition:

charting surveys; Export pipeline route surveys
IMCA Fourth Order - Reconnaissance surveys: Deepwater
cable route surveys; Deepwater charting surveys; Surveys
for Exclusive E conomic Zone assessments and delineation

Coastal zone management, environmental monitoring, resource
development (hydrocarbon and mineral exploitation), legal
and jurisdictional issues, ocean and meteorological
modelling, engineering and construction planning.

Table 5. Proposed IMCA Depth Measurement Uncertainty Standards
Order

IMCA 1st

IMCA 2nd

IMCA 3rci

IMCA4th

Depth Accuracy for
Reduced Depths
(95% Confidence
Level)

1 x IHO SO
a= 0.25
mb = 0.0075

1.5 x IHO SO
a= 0.375 m
b = 0.01125

2 x IHO SO
a= 0.5 m
b = 0.015

2.5 X IHO so
a= 0.625 m
b = 0.01875

Maximum depth to
apply order

200m

500 m

750m

No maximum

Figure 4. Log-log plot of Proposed LINZ worst-case sector / IMCA depth
uncertainty, and S44 4'" Edition Special Order
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Here are a few ideas for consideration,
when work on S44 5th E dition begins:
- Con sid er m oving S44 fro m a
performance standard, to a document that
provides guidance on how to apply the
performance standard, both a priori for
plarming purposes, and a posteriori to
determine end use (informed decision
making) uncertainty.
- Recognize, as the SM.,'\ seems to have
done, that the " bathymetric model"
introduced in S44 4th Edition is what both
navigational and non-navigational clients
wan t and use for informed decision
m aking. Place more emphasis on
specifying, on methods for assessing, and
on methods for informing end users, of
the uncertainty associated with this model,
and products based upon it (in contrast
to depth measurement uncertainty).
LIGHTHOUSE 37

- Consider separating navigational intended uses into use for (a)
certified commercial navigation, (b) uncertified commercial
navigation, (c) recreational boating, and (d) military operations,
with uncertainty management standards specific to each category.
Specify the quantity and spatial distribution of redundant
measurements, as well as methods of analyzing them.

However, there are sufficient challenges that have emerged for useful
work to begin on S44 5th Edition. We have tried to identify and
describe some of these challenges in this paper. The most important
of these by far, is the need to clearly identify in S44 5th Edition
whether or not the standards should apply to the broader intended
uses of hydrographic data (only partially listed in this paper).

- Clarify the issue of the maximum depth to which the depth
uncertainty associated with a particular order of survey should
be applied. Consider removing all limits (essentially stressing that
S44 represents minimum standards).
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SUSTAINING MEMBERS / MEMBRES DE SOUTIEN
Sustaining membership allows companies closely linked with the
hydrographic field to become more involved with the activities
of the CHA and to maintain closer contact with users of their
products. Through LIGHTHOUSE these Sustaining Members
are also able to reach a world-wide hydrographic audience. The
benefits of Sustaining Membership include:

Terra Remote Sensing Inc.
Terra Maps The World!
Terra Remote Sensing Inc. has been active on a number of fronts
using our Larsen scarming laser bathymeryMdeoMap system, land
LID ARIdigital camera and multibeam data processing capabilities.
The work has taken our growing staff to a wide variety of interesting
areas of the world (Asia, Central America, Antarctica), and has
allowed our company to form very successful collaborative
partnerships for ongoing project development.

a certificate suitable for framing I three copies of each issue of
Lighthouse I copies of the local Branch newsletters, where
available I an invitation to participate in CHA seminars I an
annual listing in Lighthouse I an annual250 word description in
Lighthouse I discounted advertising rates in Lighthouse.

Our hydrographers, along with the
scanning laser bathymetry system,
completed a large survey area
(2000square kilometres), in South
East Asia to provide forty final Field
Sheets over the coral reef areas. The
LIDAR bathymetry collected
provided water depth up to 50 metres
and the full color aerial VideoMap
imagery was orthomosaiced to clearly
delineate all aspects of the complex
shoreline and shallow water coral reef
areas. The combination of LIDAR bathymetry and VideoMap has
proven to be an ideal combination to investigate issues related to
coastal zone management (erosion, conservation and sea level rise).
This project came on the heels of a similar contract to map the coast
of Barbados with our partner, Sir William Halcrow.

Annual dues for CHA Sustaining Membership are $150.00
(Canadian). Current Sustaining Members are listed below.
Canadian Centre For Marine Communications
P.O. Box 8454, St. John's , NF Canada AlB 3N9
contact: Bill Carter, Director, Information Marine,(709) 579-4872,
E-mail bcarter@ccmc.nf.ca (affiliation - CHA Central Branch)
Garde cotiere canadienne
104 rue Dalhousie, Suite 311
Quebec, QC, Canada G1K 4B8 Telec: (418) 648-4236
contact: Claude Duval (affiliation - ACH Section du Quebec)
Helical Systems Ltd.
Technology Innovation Centre, One Research Drive
Dartmouth, NS, Canada B2Y 4M9
Toll Free: 1-866-226-0257 Fax: +1 (902) 466-6889
E-mail:info@helical.ns.ca (affiliation - ACH Section du Quebec)

Although Terra has close to two decades of hydrographic
experience, the firm is finding that land application of aerial
mapping technology for linear features is developing rapidly.
Terra's Terrain Scanning LIDAR (which provides up to 10,000
elevations per second) has been required by major electrical
utilities in Canada, the continental U.S., and in Central America.
Typical survey outputs are ground elevations, vegetation
encroachment, wire catenary curves and point of attachment
determinations for the transmission lines. The crew find themselves
in a Bell 206B helicopter instead of a hydrographic sounding
launch, both of which seem to be equally dynamic platforms.

l'Institut maritime du Quebec
53 St-Germain Ouest
Rimouski, QC, Canada GSL 4B4 Telec: (418) 724-0606
contact: Claude Jean (affiliation - ACH Section du Quebec)
Knudsen Engineering Ltd.
10 Industrial Road, Perth,ON Canada K7H 3P2
contact: Judith Knudsen at (613) 267-1165
judith@knudsenengineering.com (affiliation - CHA Central Branch)
Kongsberg Simrad Mesotech Ltd.
261 Brownlow Avenue
Dartmouth, NS, Canada B3B 2B6 Fax: (902) 468-2217
contact: John Gillis (affiliation- CHA Central Branch)

The National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research Ltd.
(NIWA)conducted a multibeam hydrographic survey of the Western
Ross Sea, Antarctica and the nearby Balleny Islands. From January
to April2001, Terra provided NIWA with hydrographic personnel
and support to supervise the survey, process the multibeam data and
produce the final deliverables for the contract. A Simrad EM3000
multibeam echo sounder mounted to the 70 metre NIWA Vessel
Tangaroa, collected approximately 75 million soundings during the
11 days in the Ross Sea. Just as many soundings were collected
during the 15 days surveying the Balleny Islands. This was the first
time a multibeam survey has been carried out in Antarctic waters.
Terra worked with other survey consultants from Canada, the U.S.
and Australia, using CARIS software. In addition to Field Sheets,
track maps, oblique and sun illuminated images and drawings were
produced- 52 drawings in all. This was Terra's second trip down
under. Last year, Terra also provided hydrographic support to survey
the Three Kings Islands with NIWA and their client LlNZ.
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Octopus Marine
Suite 3 Business Centre,
Casde Farm, Deddington, Oxon, United Kingdom OX15 OTP
contact: Duncan Mallace (+44) 1869 337570
duncan@octopusmarine.co (affiliation - CHA Central Branch)
RTIIntegra
675, Pine Avenue,
Saint-Lambert, QC J4P 2P4
Tel. 1-877-INTGRA1 (468-4721) Fax. 450 465-1938
e-mail: salesrtt@rttintegra.com (affiliation - ACH Section du Quebec)
Terra Remote Sensing Inc.
1962 Mills Road,
Sidney, BC, Canada V8L 3S1 Fax: (250) 656-4604
contact Rick Quinn (affiliation- CHA Pacific Branch)
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Nouvelles de l'ndustrie
Kongsberg Simrad

HYDRO 2002

Kongsberg, Norway

ANNOUNCEMENT & PAPERS CALL

Kongsberg Simrad, Inc. is pleased to announce the award of a
contract worth approxlffiately 1 million USD for delivery of a 1°
by 1° EM 300 multibeam echo sounder system to the University
of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA. The EM 300 will be
installed on the R/V Thomas G. Thompson (AGOR 23) operated
by the University of Washington's School of Oceanography.

The Hydrographic Society, in association with the German
I Iydrographic Society (Deutsches Hydrographisches Gesellschaft),
is to hold its 13'h biennial international symposium in Kiel from
8-10 October 2002. The main theme of the proceedings, which
will also include a major exhibition of equipment and services as
well as anticipated visits by specialist survey vessels, is Sounding
The Future.

This 84-meter multi-purpose research vessel was commissioned
in 1991 and conducts research for the US and international
oceanographic community. It accommodates 21 crewmembers
and up to 38 scientists in cruises lasting up to 50 days. The system
will be installed in a shipyard near Seattle and become operational
in early 2002. One of the potential uses of the EM 300 system is
mapping of the Juan de Fuca tectonic plate off the coas t of
Oregon, Washington and British Columbia in connection with
the proposed NEPTUNE scientific research project. Information
about the NE PTUN E project and tl1e R/V Thomas G. Thompson
can be found on the web sites www.neptune.washington.edu and
www.ocean.washington.edu/ ships/ manual.html
For information contact:
Tor Erik S0rensen, Sales and Marketing Director,
Kongsberg Simrad
Telephone: +47 32 28 50 00 Fax: +47 32 73 60 59
Website: www.kongsberg-simrad.com or

Co-spon sored by the Canadian H ydrographic Service, the
International Association of Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) and
FIG Commission 4 for Hydrography, the Symposium will focus
on key policy and technical issues affecting future global
hydrographic developments and requirements. Planned topics
include Bathymetry, Coastal Zone Management & Protection,
Data Management, Education & Training, Electronic Charting,
GIS, Pollution Monitoring & Control, Port Traffic Control, and
Positioning;
250-word English-language abstracts on these or other related
subjects are invited for submission by 31 January 2002.
Further details on the event, which will be the fourth Hydrographic
Society international Hydro symposium to be held outside the
UK following earlier succe ss ful stagings in Amsterdam ,
Copenhagen and Rotterdam, are available via a special event
Website at \VWw.hydro2002.org .

Kristina Rasmussen, Marketing Coordinator
Kongsberg Simrad AS
PO Box 111 N-3191 Horten, Norway
Tel: +47 33 02 39 55 Fax: +47 33 04 47 53
MOB +47 99 20 39 55
E-mail:kristina.rasmussen@kongsberg-simrad.com

Abstracts of proposed papers should be forwarded to:
The Organising Committee, Hydro 2002,
Wischhofstrasse 1-3, Geb 11, 24148
Kiel, Germany
Fax +49 43 1 7207 205
(Tel +49 431 7207 204
Email: info@hydro2002.org)

able to link external databases, but the implementation of VB}..
significantly enhances the possibilities: bi-directionallinking witl1
databases, perform searches, etc.

ADW Software
Vosselaar, Belgium
Pythagoras is an integrated drawing and calculation program for
land surveyors, civil engineering companies and utilities. Pythagoras
Version 9 adds two important new features to an already impressive
list of drawing and calculation functions:
Suppor t for tl1e DWG (AutoCAD) format: P ythagoras
1.
Version 9 imports and exports the AutoCAD DWG form at
directly, which significantly increases compatibility with AutoCAD.
2.
The implementation of VBA (Visual Basic for
Applications) in Pythagoras. VBA enables users to customize
Pythagoras. If you have a specific requirement, a few routines
will take care of tllis in no time at all! The Pythagoras Object
Model gives access to Pythagoras objects (Digital Terrain Model
(DTM), spirals, coordinate transformations, etc.) that have no
access using generic CAD software. The immediate benefit is that
this makes Pythagoras drawings ideally suited to build a state-ofthe-art GIS. In previous versions of Pythagoras, you were already

Fall I Winter
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These 2 new features make Pythagoras very unique: a state-ofthe-art and user-friendly stand-alone CAD program that easily
meets the needs of the modern Land Surveyor or Civil Engineer.
Pythagoras is a CAD program that has been custom-made for
the Land Surveyo r and Civil Engineer. In addition to all
Coordinate Geometry functions, it contains modules for Digital
Terrain Modeling and Road Design. The powerful integration of
calculation and drawing functions results in a simple and easy-tolearn software tool.
Pythagoras is available forMS Windows (95, 98, 2000, ME, NT)
as well as the Apple Macintosh.
J:ior information please contact:
ADW Software
Osseven 12
B-2350 Vosselaar Tel: +32/14-61.32.70
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Nouvelles de l'ndustrie
Klein Associates Inc.
Salem, New Hampshire, USA

product line, while Raytheon's ECDIS and INS technology will
do likew1se for I<J.ein when integrated with their sonar systems."

Klein Associates, Inc., a leading provider of side scan sonar
systems, announced today a five-year, exclusive distribution
agreement with Raytheon Marine GmbH of Kiel, Germany. Klein
N avigation, a division of I<J.ein Associates, Inc., will be the sole
U.S. distributor for the marine navigation and communications
equipment manufactured by Raytheon Marine GmbH

''We're excited about d1e opportunity to broaden I<J.ein's product
line. The High Seas team that now makes up I<J.ein Navigation
brings to Klein long-s tanding talent and experience in
manufacturing and selling products for the ocean-going industry,"
said William Key, President, I<J.ein Associates, Inc.
All Raytheon Marine High Seas employees have transferred to
I<J.ein Navigation. In addition to expanding manpower resources
by merging wid1 the existing infrastructure of I<J.ein Associates,
positions will be filled to strengthen and enhance support in the
technical, purchasing, inventory control, warranty, and shipping/
receiving areas of the business.

Raytheon Marine GmbH (Rl'vfG), a premier supplier of Integrated
Bridge Systems (IBS), designs and manufactures a complete line
of navigation and communication equipment for the maritime
industry including gyros, autopilots, steering systems, radars,
ECDIS and GMDSS in their IS0-9001 approved facility in Kiel,
Germany.

Technical sales and service will be provided by the existing
Raytheon dealer network, while the I<J.ein Navigation Team will
be available as technical backup for the dealers, as was done in the
past. Customers and potential customers should feel free to
contact either their local dealer or I<J.ein Navigation direct at:
sales@kle11111avigation.com, telephone 603-890-1304, or fax 603890-9796. Support is available 24 hours per day by telephone.
An augmented inventory of Raytheon Marine GmbH's High Seas
products will be located at the Klein facility in Salem, New
Hampshire, for immediate shipment.
For information contact:
Michael J. Mitchell, Klein Navigation
11 Klein Drive; Salem, NH 03079, USA
Tel (603) 890-1304
E-Mail mmitchell@kleinnavigation.com

I<J.ein .-\ssociates, Inc., of Salem, New Hampshire, USA, announces
the return of Jean Schwartz after a 5-year absence. Jean will be
involved in the company's new product developments and sonar
operations.

I<J.ein Associates' sidescan sonar provides underwater imaging
using narrow beams of acoustic energy transmitted out to the
side of a towfish and across the bottom. Sound is reflected back
from the bottom and from objects to d1e towfish, producing highresolution images of the seafloor.

Eor more information please contact Jean Schwartz at:
Klein Associates, Inc.
11 Klein Drive; Salem, NH 03079, USA
Tel (603) 893-8807; Fax (603) 893-8807
E-Mail: jschwartz@kleinsonar.com Internet: www.kleinsonar.com

"The synergy between I<J.ein and Raytheon is remarkable," said
Michael J. Mitchell, General Manager of Klein N avigation.
" I<J.ein's underwater technology will augment tl1e Raytheon

MCQuest Marine
489 Enfield Road
Burlington, Ontario
CANADA L7T 2X5
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Hydrographic, Geophysical and Environmental
Surveys and Consulting Services
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News From Industry
Nouvelles de l'ndustrie
Knudsen Engineering Limited
Perth, Ontario, Canada
The Knudsen 320BR Deep Water Echosounder continues to
penetrate the research vessel community. Increased sales confirm
this blackbox system is becoming the standard replacement system
of choice within the North American UNOLS fleet.
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution recently took delivery
of their third Knudsen 320BR for installation on the R/V Atlantis.
Other Woods Hole vessels - the R/V Knorr and the R/V Oceanus
- both have a Knudsen 320BRinstalled. A follow-on order for a
second unit will be delivered to Oregon State University in
October. Other October deliveries of the 320BR Deep Water
Echo sounder include the Naval Research Laboratory m California
and an integrated hydrographic system to the Hydrographic
Office of the Algerian Navy.
The 320BR, developed for full ocean depth requirements that
demand chirp and correlation processing, has gained a steady
following since its introduction. Its popularity is attributed to the
high performance /low cost ratio as well as ease of installation
and interface to existing ship-installed low frequency transducers.
Since delivery of the first prototype unit to the Scripps Institution
of Oceanography, 65% of the North American UNOLS vessel
community have now upgraded their vessels with I<nudsen 320
echosounder systems. In addition to many UNOLS vessel
installations, other North American 320BR customers include
NOAA's Pacific Marine Center, Raytheon Polar Services,
Clearwater Environmental Inc., and the US Geological Survey. A
I<nudsen 320BR User Forum will be held at the UNOLS RVTEC
meeting at the University of Rhode Island in late October.

The I<nudsen 320 series of echo sounders is fast becoming known
in academic and research communities around the world. All three
North American accredited hydrographic survey training centers
- the University of New Brunswick, the University of New

SUBSEA OFFSHORE
Aberdeen, Scotland, UK
Veripos has appointed Seaforth Engineering Group Inc of
Dartrnoutl1, Nova Scotia to oversee and maintain its recentlyestablished Canadian Differential GPS service providing Inmarsatdelivered signal corrections facilities for high-accuracy offshore
navigation and positioning over ranges up to 2000km.
Seaforth E ngineering Group's remit includes provision of user
equipment and correction signals from Veripos-operated landbased reference stations in Halifa;x, Nova Scotia and St. John's,
Newfoundland. Each provides rapid correction update rates and
low data latency, with data uplinked via Inmarsat's Atlantic West
communications satellite for transmission to users. Resulting
positional accuracies are between 1 and 3m within 1000km of a
Fall /Wi nter

Hampshire, and the University of Southern Mississippi - have
chosen I<nudsen echosounders for their hydrographic field
training, as well as serious research tools for graduate-level
programs.
Using a single beam I<nudsen 320BP echosounder with two
sidescan transducers, the University of New Brunswick is currently
doing some impressive research (visit WJVJv.omg.unb.ca). The
University of New Hampshire, also using a I<nudsen 320BP, is
currently researching bottom detection and sea floor
characterization. The University of Southern Mississippi has
just recently purchased a I<nudsen 320MP echosounder for use
as a training tool in their hydrographic science degree program in
the fall.
Other additions to the growing list of I<nudsen academic
customers include the University of Washington, the University
of Arkansas, MIT, East Carolina University, Carleton University,
the University of Delaware, the University of Minnesota, Hong
Kong Baptist University, HeHai University in China, and the
Netherlands Institute for Sea Research.
For information please contact:
Judith Knudsen
Vice President
Operations I Marketing
Phone:(613) 267-1165 ext. 105
E-mail:judith@knudsenengineering.com
OR
Penelope Bass
Sales Coordinator
Knudsen Engineering Limited
10 Industrial Rd . Perth,
Ontario, Canada, K7H 3P2
Website: http://knudsenengineering.com
Phone(613) 267-1165 ext. 108
Fax (613) 267-7085

reference station and better than 5m when within 2000km. The
network, which is compatible with all types of GPS receiver via
standard RTCM correction formats, also facilitates computation
of multiple reference station position solutions for added reliability
and precision.
Seaforth Engineenng Group Inc is based at 780 Windmill Road,
Suite 302, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada (Tel: 9020468 3579
Fax: 902-468 6865 Email: rhw1ter@seafortheng.ca).
For information contact:
David Goodfellow
89 Torrington Park,
London, United Kingdom N12 9PN
Tel 020 8445 3453
Fax: 020 8446 8986
Email Dvd.Goodfellow@virgin.net
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Triton Elics International

CSUMB selects TEl for Sub-Bottom Profiling
The California State University at Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
(Seaside, California) will equip the R/ V "MacGinitie" with a Triton
Elics International (TRI) (Watsonville, California) Delph Seismic
acquisition and processing system to collect sub-bottom data from
an Edge tech FSSB. CSUMB will collect sidescan, multibeam, an.d
sub-bottom data, and make sediment grabs along with ROV-video
ground-truthing for the Santa Monica Watershed Restoration
Poundation. The main focus of the study is to gain insight in d1e
decrease of near shore kelp beds due to changes in the bottom
on the Central California coast.

Watsonville, California, USA
Triton Ehcs International (fEI) recendy delivered a combined
Isisa Sonar and Delpha Seismic acquisition system with two TRI
Full Office Suite processing packages to Thales Geosolutions
Group Ltd (UK).
Acquisition is performed by a TEl workstation interfaced to Thales
GeoSolutions Group Ltd's towed Edgetech chirp sidescan and
FSSB sub-bottom, and to a hull-mounted seismic source. All survey
information is displayed on three 18-inch TFT flat screens. The
acqmsition system also includes TEl Mosaic RT which displays
sidescan mosaics in real time. The post-processing suite features
TEl Delph .Map with Seismic GIS, for visualization and
interpretation of seismic data geo-referenced with sidescan and
bathymetry. The equipment will be commissioned on one of Thales
GeoSolutions Group Ltd's specialized cable route survey vessels.

Triton Elics International develops integrated survey systems and
advanced survey tools for commercial, academic, and military
customers. More information is available on TEl's
For information contact:
Francois Wolf, Director of Marketing
Triton Elics International, Tel: (831) 722-7373
fwolf@tritonelics.com
Website: W\NW. tritonelics.com

For information contact:
Emmanuel Sgherri at 33 1 44 19 65 80 or at es@tritonelics.com
Website: www.tritonelics.com

C&C Technologies-NavCom Technology
Commercial Agreement

potential customers to attend product demonstrations and lectures
at the ION -GPS 2001 conference in Salt Lake City, Utal1 on
September 12, 2001. This will give prospective clients an
opportunity to meet representatives of both companies and view
live demonstrations of StarFire™ results and other product
demonstrations.

September 4, 2001 - C&C Technologies, Inc., an international
survey company, and NavCom Technology, Inc., a subsidiary of
Deere & Company, annom1ced today that they have entered into
a commercial agreement for the supply of StarFire™ differential
GPS receivers and signals worldwide. This agreement is exclusive
to offshore operations pertaining to satellite navigation positioning
on projects for surveying, mapping, geophysics, mining, cable
laying and offshore construction, installation, inspection, and
maintenance operations.

Press Contact: Sandra Zeitzew, PR Department, NavCom Technology, Inc. 310-394-9779 x268 or pr@navcomtech.com
Jeff Fortenberry, PR Coordinator, C&C Technologies, Inc.
337-261 -0660 x313 or jef@cctechnol.com

Commercial marine, land survey, GIS, defense, land seismic, fleet
management and all applic ations not res er ved to C&C
Technologies or to specific John Deere business units will be
managed through value-added resellers, brand-labeling or OEM
arrangements by NavCom Technology. NavCom has constructed
the StarFire™ system and will maintain the system and continue
to improve its performance in bod1 signals and receivers. Various
earlier announcements have been made regarding the StarFireTM
system and specific technology partnerships. These
announcements can be accessed via N avCom's web site at
www.navcomtech.com.

C & C Technologies and Century
Subsea form Alliance
C & C Technologies, Inc., headquartered in Lafayette, Louisiana,
USA, and Century Subsea, Ltd., headquartered in Aberdeen,
Scotland, have formed an alliance to focus on deepwater acoustic
construction prOJeCts. C&C Technologies and Century Subsea
both have extensive experience in the international subsea arena.
This alliance will offer customers an unprecedented combination
of skills and experience to meet the challenges of the deepwater
environment.

C&C Technologies will employ the brand name C-Nav™ for its
operations. C-Nav's foundation is the StarFire™ system and
receivers; however, C-Nav™ provides many features and functions
whose descriptions may be found in C&C Technologies' literature
at www.cctechnol.com.

The companies have launched their alliance with a challenging
deepwater acoustic positioning project in the Pacific. This project,
once completed, will showcase the innovative teclmologies of both
comparues .

.James D. Litton, President of N avCom Technology, and Thomas
Chance, President of C&C Technologies, invite current and
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Scotian Slope Non-exclusive
Multibeam Survey
Conducted by C & C Technologies
C & C Technologies, Inc. of Lafayette, Louisiana USA completed
a multibeam bathymetry and imagery survey of the Canadian
Scotian Slope in June of 2000. Marathon, Murphy, Norsk Hydro,
and PanCanadian sponsored this non-exclusive survey, which
encompassed 28,000 square kilometers of the lease blocks ranging
in depth from 600 to 3500 meters. These data are contributing
directly to several issues relating to hydrocarbon prospectively,
surficial geohazards, and environmental conditions at the seabed.
T he multibeam bathymetry data, with a pixel size of
approximately 30 meters, reveal the complex seabed
morphology of the Scotian Slope. T he
eastern part of the survey area is
......_,~
highly dissected by
canyons, with broad
flat floors that
no
evidence o f recent
sediment failure. T h e
western part of the survey
area is much smoother, but
large areas of the seabed appear to have
surficial failures. Many of these failures in deeper water have linear
headscarps, developed along faults previously imaged with highresolution seismic profiles. Such faults are targets for investigation
of surface seeps using ROV technology.
The multibeam imagery data are being used to derive a regional
assessment of the character of seabed erosion and the distribution
of failures throughout the Scotian Slope where little data exist on

[lm!! Iii I]
W.E. Parsons, B.A., B.Sc., O.L. S.,C.L. S.
A .M . Parsons, B.A., B.Sc., O.L. S.

these issues. They are allowing for the interpretation of the
ch ar acter of sediment failure features at the seabed, the
identification of "fresh" failures, the distribution of head scarps
and their relationship to sub-surface features known from seismic
profiles. Gradients on head scarps allow direct estimation of the
strength of seabed sediment. Many of the large failures on the
Scotian Slope extend from one lease block to another and therefore
tl1eir interpretation requires regional information. The spatial
resolution of multibeam is higher than 3-D seisrruc and a more
regional coverage is provided.
This multibeam data has also provided precise targeting of seabed
features for the sediment-sampling program performed by the
Geological Survey of Canada (Atlantic) at the Bedford Institute
of Oceanography. As a partner with the industry group, GSCA
performed a 30-day confirmation cruise in August 2000 acquiring
high-resolution seismic profiles and piston cores. The results are
being used to ground-truth the multibeam imagery and to interpret
the geohazards including slope stability on the lease block area,
the age of past failures, tlle age of slip features on near surface
faults, and tlle distribution of failure scarps and tlleir relationship
to sub-surface features. GSCA is performing the analysis witll tlle
collaborating p artners in industry and universities including
Dalhousie and Saint Mary's.
The high-resolution seabed morphology, togetl1er witll backscatter
data, allow an interpretation of tlle character of seafloor sediment
that is much superior to interpretations made from 3-D seismic
data. For example, muddy and sandy canyon floors can be
distinguished and the presence of sandy ridge crests and
outcropping strata on ridge flanks can be determined. Such data
provide a basis for assessing biological habitat and the possible
transport of seafloor m aterials.
For more information please contact:
Art.Kleiner@cctechnol.com or visit http://www.cctechnol.com

550 Squier Street
Thunder Bay, Ontari o,P7B 4A8
Tel: (807) 345-0574
Fax: (807) 343-9438

pwmols@air.on .ca

Parsons, Wilson & Milton Ltd.
LAND AND HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS
GPS AND LAND INFORMATION SERVICES
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Canadian Hydrographic Service
service hydrographique du Canada
Our Graphics Specialist has been busy working on these new Sailing
Directions booklets, preparing numerous advertisements and posters
for the Sales and Distribution group, producing posters for other
CHS proJects, most notably multibeam imagery, working on
components of our Raster produced charts, and beconlinginvolved
with some of the emerging scanning and imagery technologies for
the conversion of hardcopy field sheets to a digital file.
The Hand Amendments group has been busy with the summer's
peak demands for chart sales and tlley are also using tlle HP
plotters to plot complicated hand amendments.

Pacific Region
Nautical Publications
The Nautical Publications division within CHS Pacific has been
extremely busy tins year. The production cycle on paper charts
has been such that 33% of our inventory is going out of stock
this year which requires us to do some sort of charting action.
This has put a huge burden on tl1e staff in this division. T he
ENC side of production has had similar p ressures with producing
new products and updating existing files.

Pacific Region h as just welcomed an employee from Laurentian
Region who is p articipating in a one-year exchange. Julie Remy
has come out west and Shelley Parkhouse will be travelling east.
Also added to Pacific Region are four new MDH employees. We
welcome Koert Winkel, who is initially assigned to N autical
Publications, l\1ichele Gill, who is working in G eomatics, Brent
Seymour and Craig Lessels, who are in Field Surveys.

This has all come during a year which was full of training demands.
Four of the junior MDH staff were on extended rotational
assignments for career development and one also returned to
university to complete his degree. Throughout tlle year staff were
involved witll ISO documentation and training, training on new
software for tlle ENC production and Product Database, and
training on PC CARIS as we moved away from UNIX. This all
has added to tlle burden of a heavy production load.

The Nautical Publications Division is continuing its support of
tlle marine community by hosting evening tours for Power
Squadrons and oilier interested groups. Throughout tlle fall and
winter we average two per montll and it gives tlle users a unique
view into tl1e production of a tool they often take for granted.
These tours are always well received and we look forward to
reaching many more users tllis coming year.

Program Integrity is n ow becoming a h ot issue in Nautical
Publications as we are beginning the process of improving our
position to produce products. Initially we hired two former staff
members under contract to look at the integrity of digital chart
files and outstanding unincorporated data. This information will
enable us to effectively evaluate tlle work tllat is required to
improve our inven tory. The next step is to get files out to
contractors for updating. This will be an ongoing process over
tlle next year and a half.

Atlantic Region
Ola! Brazil
Two CHS representatives are travelling to the Brazilian
Hydrographic O ffice (Directoria De Hidrografia E N avegacao)
for two weeks to assist in implementing and improving multibeam
technology. The Canadian Hydrographic Service has substantial
eXperience in tllese areas, having operated multibeam systems for
over 12 years. The CH S, as a member of tlle International
H ydrographic Organization (IHO), continues to support
international activities in hydrography towards common standards
and technology development.

i\lso on our agenda this year is tlle preparation of charts for tlle
new Vessel Traffic Scheme proposed for tlle Pacific Coast. The
new scheme affects 12 charts that will need to be produced as
New Editions. We are also looking at the future of Chart 3312,
tlle Cruising Atlas of Desolation Sound/Jervis Inlet. A reprinting
of the current edition is underway but we are looking forward to
tlle next New Edition which requires planning. \Ve will be
undertaking a market study of focused user groups to determine
if this product should be redesigned for today's user. The product
was first produced in 1986 and has been a m ajor revenue generator
for tlle CHS.

Source Data Base Implementation Project
Michel T h er rien is heading up the Source Datab ase
Implementation project in tlle Atlantic Region. l\1ichel is currently
identifying and mobilizing resources for tlle team to begin work
on tl1e pilot project, identified as Ch art 4013, tllat will be used in
tlle implementation process.

Internal Communications Working Group
(ICWG)

Our Sailing Directions unit is putting tlle finishing touches on
PAC 200, PAC 205, and PAC 206, which are the replacement
booklets for B.C. Sailing Directions (North Coast) Volume 2. These
will be released early in tlle new fiscal year.
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T h e ICWG h as been working effectively in responding to
suggestions and we are working hard to promote better internal
communication in tlle workplace.
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\Ve would remind everyone to use the Suggestion Box on
CHS\VEB or approach one of our members with suggestions.
All suggestions are considered and reviewed. Responses are posted
toCHSWEB.

Shallow Water Conference in New Hampshire
The zu~ International Conference on High-Resolution Surveys in Shallo1v
Waterwas held September 24-27 in Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Notable corporate participants included CARIS, Helical Systems,
SIMRAD, and RESON.

"Multidimensional Thinking: A Revolutionary Approach to Large
Data Set Management and its Application to High-Resolution
Bathymetric Surveys", written by Herman Varma in collaboration
with Helical Systems and GSC, was presented by Jeff Stockhausen
of Helical Systems.
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Nautical Publications
There are 51 E N C charts scheduled for production this fiscal
year. Doug Fri:t<:le is pleased to report that 21 of these have been
sent to headquarters. Four cell-based ENC's have also been sent
to headquarters. This marks a change in production methodology
from overlapping paper charts to non-overlapping cells.
Special thanks go out to the ENC group for pushing E NC 4839
through production in a very efficient and effective manner.
The 7C's evaluation by i\lan Smith and Chris Coolen is ongoing.
The evaluation period has been extended for a few weeks. N o
decisions have been made, but initial reports suggest that the
software provides very efficient tools for making updates.
Gary Henderson and Walter Burke have been hired to assist in
clearing the backlog of Notice to Mariners and also in upgrading
to a more efficient process. Dustin Whalen has been hired to
work on a cables project in Chart Maintenance.

Tidal
Fred and Carmen have been working to re-establish a permanent
tide gauge at N ain, Labrador as part of a five year Arctic Tide
Gauge project.
Glen King has collected GPS data at tide stations in Cape Breton
and on the Eastern Shore. The office has been busy responding
to numerous requests for tidal information for new charts, new
editions, and requests from the on-datum chart project.
Charlie O'Reilly traveled to Japan October 9-12 to attend the IHO
tidal officer's annual meeting.

Update from Ireland

Data Incorporation Project

In June 2001, the Irish Marine Institute received support from
the Newfoundland Labrador Business Partnership to engage in a
collaborative project with the Canadian Centre for Marine
Communications (CCMC), Newfoundland. The aim of the
project is to facilitate the development of expertise in advanced
data acquisition, data processing, interpretation, management and
dissemination technologies. This will be achieved by facilitating
technology transfer and exchange between commercial companies
and universities I research institutes and through training I
development activities.

John Ferguson and Wendy Woodford are continuing the data
incorporation project that Tammy \Vaechter had started. In the
last month, John and Wendy have completed approximately ten
charts, six of which have been completely updated in CH SDIR.

The Marine Institute engaged two eA.rperts from CCMC including
our own Gerard Costello to work on the project.
Gerard is based in the Manne Institute's Technical Support Base
in Galway. He is working with the Institute's Seabed Survey Team
comprising staff from the Marine Technology Section, the
Research Vessel Operations Section, and the Marine Data Centre.
His assignment focuses on the transfer of expertise in
hydrographic surveying including surveying planning and logistics,
data acquisition, data processing, data interpretation, and product
development.
Neil Anderson's unfortunate illness has resulted in Gerard's
assignment being extended to late October.
Fall /Winter
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· Upon project completion, a CHSDIR maintenance search will
only produce data relevant for updates.

Shift Happens
The latest assignment list refers to a crew of 4 (John Rowsell, Jon
Griffin, Craig Zeller, Nick Stuifbergen) as "Program Integrity Off Datum Charts Project" . H owever, this project is initially only
concerned with converting NAD27 charts to NAD83, and not
true "off-datum" charts. So they dubbed the project On-Datum
instead. It was decided that ras ter was the logical way to go, given
the need to do numerous charts during the short two-year Program
Integrity period.
To gain some insight,Jon and John traveled to Ottawa, and spent
a couple of days meeting with Rick Mehlman and Rob Morrison,
trying to better understand their process for raster new editions.
Later, Craig and John traveled to NDI to get a handle on what
portions of this work might be readily contracted out. Later still,
Craig went to PEl to visit Geonet with the aim of possibly
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contracting some work to them. They also set about trying to
prioritize our list of "one hundred and twenty something" charts.
They are presently getting contract work carried out by two
companies: N DI and Geonet.
Rick's shop is helping with identifying required work. Dave Roop,
John Ferguson, and Wendy Woodford are helping with
investigating unincorporated data sources, and hopefully Jon and
Craig will do some actual raster updating and QC work. Nick
Stuifbergen's work is centered around actual off-datum charts,
and should become more of a priority later in the project.

Geomatics
Geomatics has recruited Keith White to assist on tl1e Source
Database project. Keith will be primarily involved in loading the
data that currently resides on the MSM into the Source Database.

The CREED will depart again on October 18tl' for the Bras d'Or
Lakes tmder HIC Ken Paul. This project is being carried out in
cooperation with various Aboriginal communities in the area who
want to promote conservation and sustainable use of the Lakes.
The data will also be available to update the local charts.

Survey Activities, Fall 200 I
MATTHEW Program
Phase two of the 1\1ATTHEW survey started August 10'h under
the direction of HIC Andre Roy.

The crew is to include Paul Parks, Claudine Fraser, Jon Griffin,
Andy Craft, and Jason Pierro of E skasoni Fish and Wildlife
Commission.

iVIATTHEW visited N ewfoundland's Notre Dame Bay, St.
l\.nthonys, Pacquet, Snooks Arm, and Red Bay on the Southern
Labrador Coast to complete data collection to update chart 4669.
The last few stops on the cruise included Harbour Grace and Bay
Roberts in Conception Bay and a mussel farm in Fortune H arbour.

Congratulations New Employees!
Chris Leblanc, Andy Craft, Glen I<:ing, Mark McCracken, and
Tammy Doyle have received tl1eir papers!
Chris, Andy, Glen, Tammy, and Craig Zeller attended the H ydro
I course at the Sydney Coast Guard College and the Nautical
Institute in Port H awksbury from Oct 15 to Nov 9.

The crew returned on October 13 and the 1\1ATTHEW to BIO
on October 17.

Central and Arctic Region
CHS Staff
Dennis St. Jacques is Central and Arctic Region's new Director.
He has been with CHS for many years and brings considerable
experience and knowledge to his new position. Best wishes for
your continued success!
Special congratulations to Andrew Leyzack and Jacqueline Miles
on their marriage which took place on Octobrer 13, 2001.

CREED Program

Roger Cameron, Heather MacArthur, Glenn Macdonald, Mike
Read and Scott Youngblut have just completed the month long
H ydrographic Training course (Hydro I) in Sydney, N ova Scotia.

A cancelled Herring survey in the Quebec region provided the
opportunity for CHS and D N D to collaborate on an operational,
training, and fanllharization survey that gave a number of CHS
employees a chance to get their "sea legs".

ISO Update
CHS has been successful in achieving registration to the
IS09001:2000 International Standard! Thanks are extened to Sean
Hinds who is the project leader for ISO Implementation and who
provided continual in spiration and motivation for all regions.

DND and CHS crew rotated under HIC Ivfike Lamplugh and
LCDR Jim Bradford for two weeks as they collected data from
the eastern approaches to Halifax Harbour, Rose Bay in Lunenburg
Harbour, and the wreck of H.M.C.S. Saguenay in Lunenburg
Marine Park.
48 LIGHTHOUSE
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Hydrographic Surveys in 200 I
CHS Arctic Program in 2001
Central and Arctic Region survey staff were aboard three Canadian
Coast Guard ships in the Arctic during 2001 survey season.
In the Western Arctic, J on Biggar HIC and eight CHS staff were
aboard the CCGS NAHIDIK from the end of July to late
September. The 2001 program was a two-phase operation. The
first phase from July 30 to August 20 was a joint CHS/ Geological
Survey of Canada survey of an area northwest to northeast of
Tuktoyaktuk in the Beaufort Sea. The purpose of this surveying
project is to evaluate the application of new surveying technologies
and the effectiveness in developing a better understanding of
seabed morphology, habitat and the impact of ice on the seabed.
The program involved multi-beam and single-beam son ar
acquisition from the launches PETREL and WOOD respectively.
The Wood was outfitted with sidescan sonar and a towed
underwater video camera system. The stability of the Wood on
most days was inadequate for sidescan operations. The underwater
video camera system proved to be ineffective because of water
clarity. The NAHIDIK was also outfitted with single beam and
sidescan equipment. NRCan provided their real time GPS-C
differential service for positioning in the Western Arctic.
On the second phase from August 21 to September 18, CHS
continued its program of surveys in the \Vestern _Arctic. Surveys
were completed at the following locations: Holman, Kugluktuk,
and Taloyoak (Spence Bay). Two days of surveying were also
accomplished at Storis Passage. T he nautical charts of these areas
are constructed from 'Turn-of-the-Century' surveys and show
large unsurveyed or sparsely surveyed areas. These charts are
adequate for visualnav1gation but often cannot be used with the
satellite navigation systems required for modern, p recise
navigation. The NAHIDIK was lifting buoys in Simpson Strait
and Cambridge Bay and returned to Inuvik on September 23'd
The 2001 program was a success.
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In the Eastern Arctic, Tim Janzen HIC, two hydrographers and
one Hourston, single-beam survey latmch were aboard the CCGS
PIERRE RADISSON from mid-July to the end of September.
Hydrographic surveys in Hudson Strait and Foxe Basin were
conducted on an opportunity basis. Extensive areas were surveyed
by survey launch at Killiniq Island (Port Burwell), Igloolik,
I<:immirut (Lal{e Harbour), as well as at Iqaluit and the approaches
through Pike-Resor Channel. Surveys were conducted at some
other sites (Hall Beach, Radio Island, Button Island) while d1e
ship was in fue area.
Arnie Wehners was aboard the CCGS LOUIS STLAURENT to
provide a hydrographic surveying capability to allow the ship to
access some uncharted areas in support of a multidisciplinary
scientific study in Nares Strait. Arnie fuen joined the hydrograpchic
program under way on the CCGS PIERRE RADISSON

Multibeam Surveys
The newly acquired multibeam system and launch MERLIN were
kept busy with various projects closer to home while the PETREL
braved the Arctic waters.
Paola Travaglini ran multibeam surveys in Sarnia, Corwall, three
weeks in Lake Ontario just off Toronto Harbour and one week in
Hamilton Harbour. These projects, along with the survey
programs on board the various Coast Guard ships made for a
very successful season for multibeam collection.

New Multibeam launch MERLIN

Tides Currents and Water Levels
Funding became available from a program to re-establish some
Arctic tide gauge station s to monitor climatic change. Ron
Solvason m ade reconnaissance visits this summer to proposed
sites at Cape Parry and Hohnan in the western Arctic. From a
logistical point of view the preferred site would be H olman.
Discussions with the oceanographers will h ave to be held before
a final site selection in fuis area can be m ade. Ron also visited the
previous gauging site at Alert to determine if a gauge could be reintalled. Under d1is program, the tide gauge station at Nain on
the Labrador coast was re-established in September.

The CCGS NAHIDIK

Fall /Winter
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Congratulations! CHAAward Winner Dan Deneau
B.M. Lusk, Manager, CHA Award Program

rts"F

Dan Deneau is 24 years old and lives in l'vlid<ll\t<
*Pitis~attending the College that was once known
as College of Geographic Science~ (~~~~ snow k:ri.ow'n 1s7de_{t)e o~Geographi~' Sciences (COGS). He
presendy has an educatlonal debt o~.;35,oo amrcfescnbes him~£
s a;pp~ll,:\tlon as completely and utterly
I feel a good c d~~or this award. He intends on
poor". His combined marks a ~o~ : a strong "B+"

continuing h;.edu"tio" $ o

Dear Editor,

ID ,

oi\wit]< in future

0~

'<' , ,

~

~
As~

p~esentingme

I'd like to offer sincere ;$ks o the Canadian Hydrograp,'hic
:iation for
ithC 2s award. I consider this
award to be not only ~el ful monetary boost, but o a {bstJ.nct recogmuon of the ef or~at I have put mto my
education/ career in th~o atics industry.
~
At present, I am wor · ~i the Applied Geomatics search G oup at the Centre of Geo ,rap~ Sciences herem Nova
Scoua. My work mvol (.{Q!JP . Surveymg, Process41g ·· rnge-ry;ami creatJ.ng Cartographic o~.
In the fall, I will attend Ji3..JlP ed Geomatics Resear
rogram-at-the Centre of IGeogr hi 71ences. The money from
this award will pay my tu~ifan or cover expenses forth
<;om· g y,e
1.
~
Once again, thank you
Yours Sincerely,

for ~;; m

e re ma ·

~

indus

<::/~

Dan Deneau
Research Technician
Applied Geomatics Research Group
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THE CANADIAN HYDROGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION AWARD
LA BOURSE DE L' ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE D'HYDROGRAPHIE
(esl. 1992 / etablie en 1992)

$2,000 for a "Deserving Student" I 2000$ pour un etudiant meritant
1. The applicant must be a full time student registered in an
accredited survey science program (the program must have a
Geographic Information Systems, Cartographic, Land or
Hydrographic Survey component) in a university or technological
college anywhere in Canada. The Administrator of this award
will determine the eligibility of the program for the award.
2. The award will be available only to students who are in their
second year of study in the degree or diploma program (under
graduate) that conforms to the basic subject topic. The applicant
will be required to submit a transcript of his / her first year marks
at the time of application. The marks must indicate an upper
level standing in the class and under no condition less than 70%.
3. The award will be presented to an applicant who can
demonstrate a bona fide financial need, coupled with an above
average academic performance as stated above.
4. The applicant will be required to write a short paragraph
explaining his /her financial need in a clear, concise manner on
the application form or, if necessary, attached piece of paper.
The importance of this aspect of the application is emphasized.
5. T he award application will be submitted to the Administrator
of Canadian Hydrographic Association Award Program by June
30 each year and to the address in item 11 below.
6. The value of the award is $2,000. There is one award only
each calendar year.

Criteres d'admissibilite:
1. Le candidat doit etre un etudiant inscrit a plein temps a un
programme reconnu en sciences geodesiques (ce programme doit
inclure les systemes d'informations geographiques, la cartographie,
les leves terrestres et hydrographiques) dans une universite ou un
college au Canada. L'administrateur de cette bourse determinera
l'eligibilite du programme pour la bourse d'etudes.
2. La bourse s'adresse seulement aux etudiants qui seront aleur
deuxieme annee d'etude dans un programme menant aun dipl6me
collegial ou de premier cycle universitaire conforme aux sujets de
base. Le candidat doit soumettrc une copie de son releve de notes
de sa premiere annee avec sa demande. Les notes doivent etre
superieures ala moyenne et avoir une moyenne inconditionnelle
superieure a70 %.
3. La bourse sera remise au candidat qui, de bonne foi, peut
demontrer ses besoins financiers et qui respecte les performances
academiques exigees ci-haut.
4. Le candidat devra ecrire un court texte, d'une maniere claire
et concise, demontrant ses besoins financiers sur le formulaire de
la demande ou, si necessaire, sur w1e lettre jointe. Une grande
importance est accordee acet aspect de la demande.
5. La demande doit etre soumise a l'administrateur du programme
de la bourse de l'Association canadienne d'hydrographie au plus tard
le 30 juin de chaque annee al' adresse mentionnee al' article 11 ci-bas.
6. La valeur de la bourse est de 2000 $. Il n'y a qu'une seule
bourse remise a chaque annee civile.

7. T he successful applicant will be is sued with a special
Hydrographic Association Certificate, duly framed, at the time
the award is made. He/ She will also receive a medallion with the
Hydrographic Association Crest and have his/her name mounted
on a perpetual winner's plaque. A picture of the plaque duly
inscribed will be mailed to the winner along with the $2,000 cheque
during the second week of July.

7. Le recipiendaire recevra un certificat special de l'Association
canadienne d'hydrographie, dfunent encadre . Il recevra aussi un
medaillon al'effigie de !'Association canadienne d'hydrographie
et son nom sera ajoute sur la plaque des gagnants. Une photo de
la plaque gravee sera postee au gagnant avec un cheque de 2000 $
· au cours de la deuxieme semaine de juillet.

8. The applicant must submit one letter of reference from a
official of the university or college where the applicant spent the
previous year. This letter of reference must include the address
and phone number of this official.

8. Le candidat doit soumettre une lettre de reference d'un
representant de l'universite ou du college ou il a suivi son cours
l'annee precedente. Cette lettre de reference doit inclure l'adresse
et le numero de telephone de ce representant.

9.

An individual· student may receive the award once only.

9.

10. T he successful applicant's letter of appreciation will be
published in the next issue of our professional journal
"Lighthouse".
11. Application will be made on the form supplied, which is
available from your school's awards office, and sent to:

Un etudiant peut recevoir la bourse qu'une seule fois.

10. Une lettre d'appreciation du recipiendaire sera publiee dans
l'edition suivante de notre revue professionnel "Lighthouse".
11. La demande devra etre faite sur le formulaire present, lequel
est disponible aux bureaux de vos ecoles, et envoyee a;

Barry M. Lusk, Manager/ Administrateur
Canadian Hydrographic Association Award Program/ Bourse de l'Association canadienne d'hydrographie
4719 Amblewood Drive, Victoria, B.C. V8Y 2S2
email/ courrielluskbm@telus.net
Fax: 250 658 2036 Web site: chswww.bur.dfo.ca/ dfo/chs / cha
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AMERO, Roy Charles - of

Doug Cartwright was welcomed back for the summer field season
after a stint at the University of New Brunswick where he is doing
his Masters in Geomatics E ngineering with the Ocean Mapping
Group. Unfortunately, most members didn't get to see much of
Doug as the majority of his time was spent in the field, specifically
working with the newly installed Moving Vessel Pro filer aboard
the Revisor. Doug is now back in Fredericton and we wish him
well witl1 his studies.

Dartmouth, passed away May
30, 2001 at the QEII Camphill
Veteran's Building. Born in
Doucetteville, NS, on April 8,
1918, he was the son of the
late Fred and Isidora (\Vagner)
Amero. Roy was a veteran of
the Second World War, and
was a member of the Fourth
Canadian Armoured Division,
where he was introduced to
surveying. The Army surveyors
provided coordinates, distances
and other topographic
information for the artillery.
Roy enjoyed this exposure to
surveying and following the
war, he attended the Lawrencetown Survey School (now the
Centre of Geographic Sciences) in Lawrencetown NS. Following
graduation, Roy worked for the Maritime Marshlands Reclamation
Authority, surveying the dyke lands in the Amherst area of NS.
It was during this time that he met his wife, Justine (Gussie). He
joined CHS in 1955 and they moved to Ottawa where their sons,
Brent and Bruce were born. The family returned to NS in 1960
when the Atlantic Region was created. Roy was involved in surveys
too numerous to mention, but notably, he was HIC on the
ACADIA in 1966, and also in 1969, her last survey season. The
AC4DIA is still "in service" as a major display at the Maritime
Museum of the Atlantic on the Halifax waterfront. Roy provided
much of the background information for the on board displays.
He had the unpleasant experience of being on board the charter
vessel MV MINNA when it grounded at Resolution Island in the
Eastern Arctic in 1974. Fortunately, everyone was evacuated
safely. Roy continued to work on a variety of survey projects
until his retirement in1983. He was proud of his career with
CHS and continued to keep in contact and attend CHS social
events, including our 2000 Christmas party. Roy was a kind and
gentle man who treated everyone with respect. His friends and
colleagues will miss him.

For the first time in two years there were hirings of new staff in
Pacific region. The CHS family welcomes newcomers : Michele
Gill, Brent Seymour, Craig Lessels and Koert Winkel, who provide
a welcome dose of new blood and plenty of technical ''know
how". All the newcomers will be attending the planned Hydro 1
course in N ova Scotia this fall in anticipation of their deployment
in the con:ung field season.
Pacific region is again involved in a personnel exchange with
Laurentian region. Shelley Parkhouse has left the fold for a oneyear secondment 111 Mont Joli. In her place we are pleased to
welcome Julie Remy. Julie brings two years experience of surveying
on the St. Lawrence to our office and is looking forward to some
new challenges and surveying in a totally new environment.
Kalman Czotter has returned from Malaysia after acting as the
CIDA representative offering hydrographic training to members
of the Malaysian Navy
Rob Hare has been away since April on a research secondment to
the University of Southern Mississippi. We anticipate his return
at the beginning of October and look forward to some interesting
tales of his time there.
The memorial plaque for the WILLIAM J STEWART went
through several adventures this spring. Originally it was noticed
to be missing from its home in the Inner Harbour wall in Victoria.
After an initial all-points bulletin, the plaque was located and it
was determined that the first mounting mechanism was faulty
and that weathering caused it to come away from the wall. Local
member Al Thorn devised a new mounting and it can now be
reported that the plaque is safely back in place informing visitors
to the Inner Harbour of the history of the "Willie J".

Pacific Branch

Central Branch

Congratulations go out to James and Linda Wilcox on the birth
of their second child Nigel, Allan born July 7 2001.

The CHA Central Branch executive is organized into five distinct
Committees, each tasked with maintaining certain functions of
the Branch.

On Wed June 27, members attended a lunchtime seminar held at
the Glen Meadows Golf Club. The occasion marked the transfer
of Bill Crawford from the CHS to the Ocean Science and
Productivity sector of DFO. Bill entertained the diners with a
presentation on "Back and Forth with Tides and Currents: Past,
Present and Future Research". Bill was presented with a CHA
plaque and beer glass as a token of appreciation for h is
contribution in the past and warm wishes go with him in his new
endeavours.
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The Communications Committee is responsible for supporting
the Branch Newsletter that is published and distributed after each
of the Branch General Meetings. The Branch newsletter contains
minutes of the meetings as well as messages from Committees
and the Branch VP. It is distributed outside the Branch to
International Members and the VP's of other CHA Branches.
This Committee is also responsible for providing Branch
J,.
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information to LIGHTHOUSE as well as distribution of
LIGHTHOUSE to Branch and International Members. Finally, the
Committee is also responsible for the maintenance of the Central
Branch website at http:/ /chswww.bur.dfo.ca/ dfo/chs/cha/ .
The Membership Committee is responsible for the annual
elections and membership drive in Central Branch. Our current
membership stands at 64, including four Sustaining Members:
Canadian Centre for Marine Communications, Kongsberg Simrad
Mesotech Limited, Knudsen Engineering Limited, and Octopus
Marine. Our Central Branch is honoured to include several special
people in its membership rolls: E arl Brown, Tom McCulloch and
Ab Rogers - Life Members; George Macdonald - Honorary
Member and Steve Ritchie - International Life Member. Central
Branch is pleased to welcome five new members to its rolls:
Patrick Brassard, Ahmed El-Rabbany, Les Reading, Bob Strachan
and Scott Youngblut.
On behalf of the N ational office, Central Branch also administers
our International Membership, which totals 19 members in good
standing. The Membership Committee helps to maintain contact
with the International Members of the CHA, providing a channel
for them to voice their oprnions and share as much as possible in
CHA-sponsored events.
The Admiralty Launch SURVEYOR Committee is dedicated to
marntaining this vessel in working order and providing support at
events where the launch is used to promote hydrography in Canada.

Owen Sound Waterfront Festival
The big event of the year was the Battle of Georgian Bay, Aug
23 to 26. The crew started arriving on Wednesday and some stayed
until the following Monday. Approximately 2000 re-enactors
camped at Discovery Harbour (site of former winter home of
Henry Bayfield). The launch participated in several battle scenarios
with the larger vessels. When not 'under fire', CHA members and
crew looked for opportunities to promote the role of hydrography
in Canada to the general public. Brian Power got a break from
rowing as he took on the role of 'Skipper' for this event.

The 2001 season began with the SURVEYOR attending the Upper
Canada Trade Faire in Odessa on April28 & 29. This was a static
display, which gave us the opportunity to explain the importance
of the role of Hydrography in the early settlement of Canada.

Battle of Georgian Bay

Upper Canada Trade Fair
The launch then returned to Burlington to undergo the arrnual
springmarntenance. SURVEYOR was then delivered to the Marine
Heritage Association (MHA) by mid~Tune. Due to circumstances
beyond our control, the sail training at Discovery Harbour did
not make use of the SURVEYOR . The next event was a
Hydrographic survey demonstration at the waterfront festival in
Owen Sound, August 4.
Fall /Winter
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The last event of the year was the Faire ofthe Forks in Chatham,
September 28 to 30. With close of another busy summer the
SURVEYOR is back in Burlington to winter in its new shelter
until the spring of a new season..

Bruce Richards has officially depart ilie Burlington area for a new
posting as the Area Manager D FO in Parry Sound, Ontario. Bruce
will manage the delivery of a broad base of Fisheries and Oceans
Canada programs in ilie Parry Sound District. We wish Bruce
and his family all the best in their lives and look forward to staying
in touch with Bruce as an oufuouse member of CHA.

The Education and Development Committee is tasked with
maintenance and promotion of the Gerry Wade Memorial
Library. The library has recently acquired a bookcase in which is
housed research and historical material owned or loaned to the
Branch. It is available for all Branch members to access materials
for study or personal interest.

Peter I<:night continues to be on of our most prolific International
Members. Peter and his fanllly left Central Branch CHA (and CHS)
almost four years ago for a post as Lecturer at tl1e University of
Otaga in New Zealand. Peter is busy witl1 two primary functions.
His involvement in teaching also includes managaerial activities
of preparing a submission for Category A certification to the
IHO. His research activities complement efforts for formulating
a National Oceans Policy for New Zealand. Peter is looking
forward to visiting Canada wiili his family in time to participate in
the CHC 2002 in Toronto. We look forward to sharing some time
with you then Peter and the best of luck with your engaging
endeavours.

Since January, we have had six general business meetings that
include a presentation of interest to the membership. Meetings
are generally home hosted by CHA members. This year we have
been hosted at the Weller residence, the Power residence and the
Duller residence - thank you all for your fme hospitality. Beyond
the general business of the Branch, we have had presentations
from DFO Central Region Fish Habitat Management group,
Research Support Branch of the National Water Researd1 Institute,
and CHS presentations on the application of GPS-C and
adventures on surveys in the Western Arctic.

Andrew Leyzack and Jacqueline Miles have tied ilie knot wiili a
sharing of wedding vows on October 13, 2001. Best wishes to
you boili, from your friends in Central Branch.

In addition to our-home hosted meetings, we have enjoyed one
luncheon seminar with speaker Jim Statham, Past President Association Canada Lands Surveyors, and one evening meeting
held at Thirty Bench Winery where we enjoyed the flavours of
tl1eir fine vintage wines and a tour of the facility.

Dan Brousseau was scratched from ilie bachelor roles as he and
Christine Boston joined the ranks of married couples in May of
2001. Best wishes to Christine and Dan, from your friends at
Central Branch.

TI1e Social Events Committee is tasked wiili organizing our annual
special events that includes ilie H20 Bonspiel, ilie "-\nnual S=er
BBQ, and the Annual General Meeting (AGM) and Dinner.

Dave Willis has departed Central Branch and has relocated m
Victoria B.C. Best wishes in your new home, Dave.
Jim Weedonspent his summer holidays as a deck-hand on tl1e
HMS Tecumseh as it toured to special events on the G reat Lakes.

The 2001 CHA Central Branch Barbeque was held July 7'h at the
lovely residence of Norma and Jon Biggar. The event was attended
by a broad spectrum of CHA members and their fanlllies. The
excellent spread of food was topped-off by a round-robin
tournament of croquet that wound its way through lovely
landscaped gardens.
T he AG!'v[ is scheduled for December 6, 2001, at the Mimico
Cruising Club located just west of Toronto on the shore of Lake
Ontario.

News Flashes:
Julian Goodyear has departed tl1e CHS Central and Arctic Region
for a new post as Regional Director of Coast Guard, Central &
Arctic Region. We wish Julian and Gayle the best in yet another
new home. CHA and CHS look for continued and strengthened
ties with Julian in his new career. Thanks Julian for all the support
you gave CHA during your stay in Burlington as Director CHS.

HMS Tecumseh

Did You Know...
According to the Guinness Book of World Records,
the strongest currents in ilie world are the Natwakto
Rapids at Slingsby Chrumel in British Columbia. The
flow rate may reach 16 knots or 18.4miles per hour.

Congratulations, Dennis St. Jacques! Dennis is the new Regional
Director for CHS Central & Arctic Region. Dennis has been a
CHA member for many years and we look forward to his
continued participation and support. We wish him all the best in
his new position.
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members membres
INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS OF THE CANADIAN HYDROGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION
Membership in the Canadian Hydrographic Association is open

International Members of the

to anyone interested in maintaining a link with hydrography in

Canadian Hydrographic Association

Canada. People who live or work in other countries or who are
not conveniently located to existing CHA branches can become
International Members with tl1e same rights and privileges as other

Turkey

Rhea Metin Alkan
Peter Barr

Australia

Geunter Bellach

Thailand

members.
As authorized under the CHA by-laws, the N ational President
has arranged for Central Branch to continue administering the
International section of the CHA membership. Under this

Italy

Fosco Bianchetti
Gary Chisholm

New Zealand

arrangement we endeavour to ensure that all International
Members receive the same level of service. International Members
may also join the branch of their choice.

Portugal

Luis Leal de Faria
Ron Dreyer

International Membership is $30.00 (Canadian) per year, or the

Ghanu
Hong Kong

Nick Emerson

equivalent in Sterling or US currency. This includes a personal
membership certificate suitable for framing along with annual
update seals as well as copies of our journal LIGHTHOUSE each

Randall J. Franchuk

U.S.A.
Australia

George Goldsteen

spring and fall.
Adam J . Kerr

United Kingdom

Each International Member also receives the Central Branch
NewsLetter. This helps our far-flung members keep in touch
between issues of our journal and also offers a forun1 for members

U.S.A.

Karl Kieninger
Peter Knight

New Zealand

to share views and concerns.

U.S.A.

Charles David Meador

Commander Larry Robbins of the Royal New Zealand Navy is
our International Correspondent for the Newsletter and writes a
regular column with items of interest to International Members.

Azerbaijan

George Pugach
Rear Admiral Steve Ritchie (Ret'd)

Scotland

Drop snippets of news to him at: 42 Knights Rd., Rothesay Bay,
Auckland 1311, New Zealand, Tel/Fax (+64) 9 410 2626. All
scraps are very welcome! And if you have special news or views,

Cdr. Larry Robbins

New Zealand

Kevin Smith

New Zealand

you are most welcome to write something longer for the newsletter
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia

or Lighthouse. Letters to tl1e Editor are also welcome.

Malaysia

HINTS TO AUTHORS
LIGHTHOUSE publishes material covering all aspects of hydrography.
Authors submitting manuscripts should bear the fa/lowing points in mind:

1. A hardcopy complete with graphics including tables, figures, graphs and photos.
2. Digital files, one with text only and a separate file for each graphic (tables, figures, photos, graphs) in its
original form or in .tif format (300 DPI) . Photos may be submitted separately to be scanned. These may be
submitted via E-mail or on CD ROM to the Editor.
3. Papers should be in either English or French and will be published without translation.
4. An abstract, information about the author(s) and contact information should be included.
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rates ta rifs
POSITIO N ING I EMPLACEMENTS

PRINTING I IMPRESSION

The acceptance and positioning of advertising material is un der
the sole jurisd iction of the publisher. However, req uests fo r a
specified position w ill be considered if th e position premium
of $25 has bee n included in t he in sertion order.

Offset screened at 133 lines per inch .
lnternegatif tram e 133 1ignes au pouce.

a

CLOSING DATES I DATE DE TOMBEE

a

!.:approbation et !'emplacement de !'an nonce sont Ia discretion
d e l'editeur. Cep endant, toute dema nde d 'emplacem ent
specifique sera consideree si une prime de 25 $est ajoutee
Ia demande de parution .

LI GHTH OU SE is published twice yea rly in Spring and Fall. The
closin g dates are M arch 15t h and Se ptember 15th respect ive ly.

a

MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
EXIGENCES MECANIQUES

RATES I TARIFS

Adve rtising ma terial must be supplied by the closi ng dates as
cam era-rea dy copy or film negatives (Colou r ads must be f ilm
negat ives) . Copy preparation, in cluding colour, bleed and photos
w ill be charged at the printer's cost plus 10 %. Proofs shou ld be
fu rni shed with all ads.
Sing le-page in se rts w ill be charged at a f ull page body rate .
M aterial mu st be supplied by the client. Page size mu st confo rm
to t he single page in sert trim size (below) .

tannonce publicitaire dolt etre un pret a photographier au sur
film negatif (les couleurs supplemen taires do/vent etre sur film
negatif) et etre foumie aux dates de tombee. La prepara tion de
copie couleur, fon d perdu et de photos sera chargee au tanf de
l'imprim eur plus 10 %.

a

Les epreuves devratent etre fo urnies avec taus les supplements.
Les insertions d'une page seront chargees au tanf d'une pleine page.
Le materiel devra etre fourni par le client.

DIGITAL REQUIREMENTS
EXIGENCES NUMERIQUES
Ad material m ay be submined in digital form, if colour .tif fo rmat
and if black and w hite .pdf fo rmat.

tan nonce publicitaire peut etre soumis sous forme numerique
en for-mat. tit pour Ia couleur et en forma t .pdf pour le nair et
blanc.

PUBLICATION SIZE
DIMENSIONS DE LA PUBLICITE

X

10.0"

8.75"

X 11.25"

8.25"

x 10.75"

Standard Ad Sizes/ Grandeurs standards des supplements:
Full PaQefPieine page:

7.0"

1/2 Page/ Demie-page:

6.875"

X

4.75"

or/ ou:

3.375"

X

9.75"
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LIG HTHO USE

A ll rates are quoted in Canadian Funds Sustaining Mem bers
rece ive a 10% discou nt.

Taus les tarifs sont en devises canadiennes. Les membres de
sou-tien an t drott a un raba is de 10% .

B &W/N & B

Colou r/C ouleur
Une/Spot * Four/Ouatre

Outside Back Cove r
Couverture arriere

NA/SO

NA/S O

$102 5

In side Cove r
Couverture in terieure

NA/SO

NA/S O

$825

Body, Ful l Page
Pleine page

$275

$375

$67 5

Half Page
Demie-pa ge

$200

$300

$475

Single-page Insert
Insertion d 'une page

$275

$375

$67 5

Professiona l Ca rd
Carte d'affa ire

$ 125

$22 5

NA/SO

*S pot Colour (Orange, Red, Blue)/Un e couleur (orange, rouge,
ble u)

RATE PROTECTION I TARIFS
PUBLICITAIRES
7.0"

Single Page Insert Trim Size/ Insertion d'une page:

LIGHTHOUSE est publiee deux fo is par an nee, au prin temps e t
Les dates de tombee sont le 15 mars et le 15
septembre respectivement.

a /'a u-tomne.

x 10.0"

Fall / Winter

Adverti se rs w ill be protected at the ir cont ra ct ra tes for the term
of the ir contracts up to one yea r. Cancellations are not acce pted
after closing date.

Les tarifs sont assures aux termes des contrats publicitaires
;usqu'a concurrence d'un an. Les annulations ne son t pas
acceptees apres Ia date de tombee.
All advertising m ate rial should be directe d to:
To ut le materiel p ublicitaire doit etre achemine a
Advertising Manager/ Directeur de Ia p ublicite

LIGHTHOUSE
PO . Box 5050 867 Lakeshore Rd., Burli ngton, ON L7R 4A6
Telephone (905)336-4558 Fax (905)336-89 16
E-mail ligh thou se@car.dfo-mpo .gc.ca
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Technology
you can trust

e

SOUND VELOCITY_ )

Good sound velocity data is essential for calibration of
survey echo sounders and multibeam systemsValeport's sensor gives the best data currently available.
• Unrivalled accuracy of ±3cm/s
• mm/sec resolution
• Fully temperature compensated
• Real time, logging and profiling configurations

e

TIDE GAUGES

_)

Valeport tidegauges are in use in ports & harbours
throughout the world, either as permanent installations for
port operations, or at temporary sites for hydrographic and
dredging surveys.
• Range of instruments and configurations to su it a
variety of requirements and budgets
• Optional meteorological sensors
• Multigauge network systems
• Data telemetry options

e

WAVE RECORDERS

Powerful onboard processing and large memory
capacities make the Valeport range of wave recorders
ideal for use in all shallow water applications, where
either logged or real time wave data is required .
• Real time output of all wave parameters
• Up to 32Mbyte memory
• Highly configurable sampling regimes
• Processing software included

Contact us for more information on these world leading products, and on our
other ranges, including Current Meters, CTDs and Multi-parameter loggers
McQuest, 489 Enfield Road, Burlington, Ontario L7L 2X5
Tel: (905) 639 0931 Fax: (905) 639 0934
e-mail: email@mcquestmarine.com Web: mcquestmarine.com

Valeport Ltd, Townstal lndustrial Estate, Dartmouth, Devon, UK. TQ6 9LX
Tel: +44 (0)1803 834031 Fax: +44 (0)1803 834320
e-mail: sales@valeportco.uk Web: www.valeportco.uk

The Best in Multibeam
Seabed Mapping

Gulf of Mex ico survey
data collected by
C&C Technologies, Inc,
using the EM 300.

